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Abstract
In the current civilization of the image, the chromatic component constitutes an
indispensable and winning language (to be addressed systematically) in any type
of performance and/or communication: an aspect that is often not addressed sufficiently in the basic training of many professions. How much then does the visual
aspect (even chromatic) count in the success and work of an architect or a designer or a designer in general, in any field? Awareness of vision and perception
are a precious component to improve performances, and multicultural exchanges.
Chromatic Culture can be confirmed as an authentic project dimension in the
analysis and intervention on architecture and city, territory and landscape, as well
as in the definition, conservation and enhancement of Cultural Heritage, without
forgetting the design product, graphics, digital, cinema and more. Therefore, we
will provide a specific overview on the Culture of Vision (in particular chromatic)
between specific theories and practices (from Goethe onwards), tradition and innovation, with thematic examples, to better understand (but also to apply and verify, in the analysis and in the project) the founding role of cultural matrices with
findings in Divisionism and in the Bauhaus, up to now). Among the most important objectives, the control of communication and of the “chromatic image”, in
all the aforementioned areas, should be emphasized, without forgetting the structures and processes of formal languages and visual characters, with relative
meanings. The challenge is then to demonstrate (paraphrasing Arnheim) that
“chromatic thinking”, based on the Culture of Vision and on Comparative Color
Theories, is confirmed as a fundamental methodological approach, in analysis and
design. From theories to praxis, therefore, to “draw color” in a cultured and conscious way, and to educate oneself to it without interruption, in the time of history
and in the space of cultural territories.
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1. Introduction
The course is configured as a great “challenge”: that of demonstrating (also
in the application parts) how the chromatic culture (and the thought related
to it) are fundamental for any type of action, in the field of color analysis
and design. So even the most applicative experiences cannot be separated
from this method approach: the same technical physics or all the palettes
(that we apply to create products in any type of project) are born from a
millennia-long experience.
In the first module the approach to comparative chromatic theories will be
exemplified and facilitated by the illustration of Itten’s theory, with the
example of its chromatic model, with the parameters that generate it and the
consequent color contrasts, to be applied in the analysis and in the project.
A brief comparative description of some models selected to demonstrate the
complexity of color theories in history and chromatic culture will follow.
This first part will be accompanied and verified through particularly
significant application examples: from art (including street art) to
architecture, design and so on, trying to propose a critical selection that fits
the needs and curricula of the students of the course.

2. An infinite journey with the “Ray of Iris”. History and
theories in Chromatic Culture
Tracing “the ray of Iris”, that is the coloured thread reconnecting the path of
knowledge and “chromatic way of thinking” in history and in the cultural
territories, is never easy: for a series of reasons and situations such as
vastness, depth and articulation of the phenomena in which (with various
titles) it is involved, as the main subject, or as an instrumental element. And
the procedure appears even more complex if rules and principles have to be
derived from such knowledges for the analysis and the chromatic project.

2.1 The “chromatic way of thinking” in history, culture, theories
The beginning of this narration can therefore only be entrusted to the
wonderful images that Owen Jones, Philipp Hackert, Jacobs Hittorff have
handed down to us from history. Owen Jones (London, February 15th, 1809
- London, April 19th, 1874) was an English architect, draftsman and writer;
he decided to move to Europe in 1832 (France, Italy, Greece, Spain), Egypt
and the Middle East. In Greece, Jones met the German architect Gottfried
Semper, known for his studies about the polychromy of ancient Greek
architecture. Jones stood out with his works in Paris at the Sèvres Museum
and in Egypt (Cairo). In his book Grammar of Ornament (1856) he
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described the peculiar elements of his style, characterized by a synthesis
between Western and Arab culture, by the common denominator of
geometry, by the hope for the introduction of machines for production, by
the overcoming of eclecticism and of revivalism, by abstraction in
ornament, by plane modeling, by chromolithography, by the theory of color
of the chemist George Field. In the propositions about colour, starting from
n. 14 and in particular in n. 17, Owen Jones cites the Field’s chromatic
equivalents, while in 1851 he used the chemist’s theories about the harmony
of colours of the decoration of Crystal Palace in London. In the book there
also is a history of decoration in the various eras and civilizations, from the
Egyptian to the Elizabethan one, from the Chinese to the Italian one. Jones’s
ideal path starts from Egyptian ornamentation, where the imitation of floral
forms is dictated by symbolic and religious needs (for example the Lotus
represents the emblem of the solar cult), through the “Mimesis of the
natural element as an initial impulse for a vast repertoire of forms,
developed on the basis of abstraction procedures combining geometry,
rhythm, symbols and metaphors in a path of distancing from nature” (Riegl,
1963).
2.1.1 Colour, History and Culture: Egyptian decoration

Figure 1. Three capitals, examples of sculpted architectural ornamentation (Ferrari,
1925).
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Figure 2. Examples of painted architectural ornamentation (Ferrari, 1925).

The Egyptian ornament has an infinite variety of capitals, albeit in the
context of the two main types prevalently: lotiform and bell-shaped. Figure
1 represents borders on the walls of a grave in Benihassan (Jones, 1986,
Plate VIII). Red, blue and yellow are the basis of the Egyptian palette, with
white and black for the outlines; green, especially used for strips and parts
of the flower, is often replaced with blue. In these borders we can see a
simple alignment of flowers and buds, with no connection between them.
The front lotus flower with a rosette is alternated with a flower silhouette,
drawn as a bell. In the upper band, a simple combination of lotus leaves,
whose shape is similar to a shovel; in the center, the lotus flower silhouette
is drawn according to the most common type, with pointed leaves and the
lateral ones tilted outwards.
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2.1.2 Colour, History and Culture: the Greek temples

Figure 3. On the left: Reconstruction of a Doric temple; on the right: 1,2,3,4 Details
of polychrome decoration of the Parthenon, Athens; 5 Terracotta from Selinunte; 6,8
Trabeation and frame of the Temple of the Acropolis in Selinunte; 7 Shell of the
Temple of Theseus in Athens; 9 Capital of Ante from the temple of Temi in
Rhamnus; 10 Type of Doric capital; 11 Antefix of Figalia (Ferrari, 1925).

Figure 4. On the left: Jakob Ignaz Hittorff, the temple of Empedocles (temple B) in
Selinunte, pencil and coloured watercolour (s.d.) (Hittorff, 1987). On the right:
Philipp Hackert, drawing of the Temple of Segesta, 1777, (Knight, 1986).
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2.1.3 Egyptian and Greek temples as an emblematic image of the
Culture of Colour
In his Journey to Italy, on April 20th 1787, Goethe wrote in Segesta,
together with strong notes of landscape colour: «Myriads of butterflies
flutter around the flowering cardoons...» concluding that «the traveller
leaves after having paid great attention to the monument and the colours of
the temple, but little to the theatre and the city» (Journey to Italy, 2004, pp.
275-276). Ten years before Goethe, Richard Payne Knight spent three
months in Sicily with Philipp Hackert - a favorite painter of the Bourbon
Court since 1768 – linked to Goethe (who, among other things, acquired
part of his ‘Sicilian’ drawings) during his years in Neaples. Particularly
significant is his pencil watercolour drawing of the temple of Segesta (fig. 4
on the right), an example of his Prospectmalerei, among the realistic views
of classical places (Krönig, 1987). In 1851 the Franco-German architect
Jakob Ignaz Hittorff, whose work is known in Sicily, published his
Architecture polichrôme chez les Grecs, ‘forcing’ his uncertain results to
prove his theory of a complex polychromy in Greek temples. It is a
foundational phase, from ‘coloured’ sculpture to ‘coloured’ architecture,
which in extreme synthesis establishes the cultural relationship from
Quatremère to Hittorff. But already in December 1823, Hittorff, after the
Palermo stop of his trip to Italy (when with Samuel Angel he saw the
‘coloured’ metopes recently discovered in Selinunte in the collection of the
University (fig. 4 on the left)), wrote the ‘polychromy letter-manifesto’ to
Baron Gérard da Agrigento, about the ‘coloured’ works of the architects
from Agrigento, published in Annali dell’Instituto di Corrispondenza
Archeologica from 1830 (II, 1830, 263-284), and a preliminary version of
the famous Restitution du Temple d’Empedocle à Sélinonte ou
l’Architecture polychrome chez les Grecs from 1851 in the title of which
(De l’Architecture polychromme chez les Grecs, ou restitutition complète du
temple d’Empédocles dans l’Acropolis de Sélinunte).
On July 24th 1824, Jakob presented at the Académie some drawings of
ancient temples and monuments in Sicily (in Hittorff 1987, 336-340)
describing the coloured stuccos found among the ruins of the temples of
Selinunte and Agrigento, as proof of the practice adopted by the ancients to
colour their sculptures and their buildings, together with the proofs of the
monuments of Athens, Aegina and Figalia, with the colours of the
architecture of ancient Sicily seen and restored by Hittorff in all their
splendor: «...the most beautiful red, blue, green and the color of gold ...
almost exclusively used by Sicilians…». After the studies by the English
James Stewart and Nicholas Revett in their crucial expedition in 1750-55,
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there were several archaeologists who set out in the second half of the
Eighteenth century to discover the monuments of ancient Greece: starting
from the Parthenon, it can be theorized that the colouring of the external
surfaces should also be extended to the structures placed above the
trabeation and especially in the tympanum. Meanwhile, in 1787 in Andreas
Reims’ study about the origin of the ancient arts of drawing (whose apogee
was identified in the “polychromenmalerei”), the concept of “polychromy”
was coined, destined to meet considerable success in the subsequent debate,
also in relation to ancient architecture and sculpture, partly thanks to the
theoretical systematization by Antoine Ch. Quatrèmere de Quincy (Netti,
2019). As Hittorff clearly said in his fundamental treatise about polychrome
architecture (1830) among the Greeks: “we wanted to make people
appreciate the considerable resources that Herculaneum and Pompeii can
offer for the collection of the necessary materials for the restitution of the
entire system of the monumental architecture of the Greeks; once we are
sure of this filiation, all we have to do is to go back little by little to the
source of the motifs guiding the artists of the Greek colonies to rediscover
their matrices and the typology of the monuments of the Motherland”. In
addition, in Pompeii there was the possibility of comparison the chromatic
examples from ancient sources and from Vitruvius’ treatise, especially with
the evidence of archaeological comparison. A fortuitous event had been the
discovery (not far from Pansa’s house) of a shop of a colour seller, with
many material finds.
This essay of mine - programmatically - intends to assume, as the “strong
root” of the Culture of Colour, the “chromatic images” linked to this
historical moment and its protagonists.

2.2 Interdiscipline, multidiscipline, transdiscipline of colour
In the phenomenology of the image, chromatic processes are born and live
between visible and invisible, perception and cognition, material and
immaterial: in architecture, city landscape, but also Industrial Design
project, including product, graphics and more. Up to eco-sustainable, and
beyond.
But, even in more recent times, the “ray of Iris” continues its journey: from
History and Theories it is possible to keep on reasoning in order to arrive through knowledge - at the “rules”, criteria and methods for analysis and
project. If we refer to the first half of the Twentieth century, we can take as
an example three foundational experiences in the “chromatic way of
thinking” between perception and cognition, visible and invisible, material
and immaterial: Bruno Taut, De Stijl, Le Corbusier, up to the present day
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with Steven Holl, Sauerbruch, Hutton and others, in a review of images
collected by Alessandro Pisani in his degree thesis (Pisani, 2010).
2.2.1 Art and architecture between social commitment and
experimentation
Bruno Taut (plate 2)
Bruno Taut’s architectural activity developed in a period in which the theme
of colour applied to buildings was the subject of numerous debates,
including the social ones. This component (also economic, among other
things) represented the means to stimulate perception, emotions and
imagination and if applied to architecture it arise a profound power, capable
of awakening interactive reactions. On September 18th 1919, the “Appeal to
coloured architecture” was published by the magazine Die Bawelt,
supported not only by young architects, linked to figures as Taut and
Gropius, but also by leading exponents of the artistic field such as Peter
Behrens, Hans Pöelzig, Adolf Behne and Bruno Möhring. The sensitivity
towards coloured architecture also got to Bruno from his studies on colour
at the beginning of his career, in particular from the desire to restore the
polychrome aspect of the cities like the Medieval ones. The trips to Kowno
(Russia) and Constantinople (1916 - 1917) had been decisive too, places
with different culture but united by an intense use of colour in architecture.
Finally, it is possible to observe how in the Siedlungs made in the same
period, we can find the same ranges used by Taut in his pictorial
compositions.
De Stijl: the neoplasticism by Gerrit Thomas Rietveld and Teo Van
Doesburg (plate 3)
In the same period, from Bauhaus to Constructivism, up to Neoplasticism passing through De Stijl - Piet Mondrian, Theo van Doesburg, Bart van der
Leck, Gerrit Rietveld, Georges Vantongerloo and Vilmos Huszár
formulated their individual opinions about colour. Rietveld conceived
colour in an ancillary (almost supportive) terms in any composition, but
with an essential function in individual perception, reinforced by a captative
role, especially of the primaries. And it is exactly him who created the
Schroeder house in Utrecht in 1924, an authentic architectural emblem of
the movement: here, the decomposition of space into levels is underlined by
the use of pure and saturated primary colours on the same surfaces. Rietveld
created a perfect synthesis of the theories of movement with a game of
rectangles and “pure” tones, where the furnishing objects and the
architectural structure embrace the same constructive principles. The house
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develops on two levels, based on four fundamental elements, borrowed
from theories derived from the Bauhaus: “pure” primary elements
determining the shape and the structure of the house; Flat gray or white
elements aiming at defining the relationship between inside and outside;
Linear, vertical and horizontal elements - architraves, pillars, drainpipes yellow, red and blue combined with white, gray and black; Functional
elements - windows, doors, railings, external staircase and skylight - in
black and white. Conversely, Huszár and Van Doesburg adhered to
Wilhelm Ostwald’s theories. Van Doesburg created the Color Construction
in 1922: it is a work of which Zevi wrote: “The wall partitions are no longer
silent, they have no weight, they can be broken up into smaller rectangles
chromatically distinguished by the basic colours”. These are the results of a
rigorous formal and functional research that Van Doesburg conducted with
colleagues such as Cor van Eesteren and of which we can recall what he had
written in 1923: “we examined the laws of colour in space and duration, and
we found that the balanced relationships of these two elements ultimately
lead to an expressive plasticity”.
Le Corbusier (plate 1)
By Le Corbusier, the “chromatic way fo thinking” is an universal element:
“Here is a fundamental truth: man needs colours. Colour is the immediate,
spontaneous expression of life” (Tentori, De Simone, 1988, p. 211). In his
conception of colour we can substantially identify three periods: the one
between 1905 and 1932 in which, after his initial studies, we perceive the
clear influence of “purist” theories (with Amedée Ozenfant), of the trips to
Southern Europe, in which colour has a natural connotation, a memory of
the Mediterranean; the one following the first draft of the Claviers Salubra
(1931), conceived as a harmonic series organized with a “scientific
method”, like the keys of a piano (Colli, 1981, pp. 8-12). It is a phase that
reached up to the end of the Second World War, in which new concepts
took over allowing colour to take on an autonomous value; the one
following 1951, where the influence of the trips to India can be found in his
architecture with a consequent use of colour as “form and light”.
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2.2.2 Material and immaterial: light and illusory “chromatic pixels”
Steven Holl (plate 4)
The examples bring us back to the gistest actuality. He was defined as a
poet of architecture, in Steven Hall’s works it is possible to find the
concepts of space, time, movement, but also of sensations, light,
transparency, matter, images (including geometric ones), shadows and
colours. This inspired vision confronts modern architecture, based on
technology, represented by contrasting the uniqueness of a place with the
ever growing trend towards globalization. The basis from which this
conception of architecture arose also matured from phenomenology,
particularly from Merleau-Ponty’s way of thinking. From this point of view,
it is no longer just the mind that is the centre of perception in the
architectural field, but the body which (active from the point of view of
knowledge and physical experience) becomes the most effective means to
reach the perception of space in all its dimensions, material and not (Mari,
2002).
Sauerbruch & Hutton (plate 5)
The coloured textures by Sauerbruch and Hutton seem to be created using
pixels placed in and on the architectures, to arrive to a polychrome as a
distinctive sign dialogueing with the colour in the surrounding context.
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2.2.3 Ethics and sustainability in the chromatic project
Els Colors kindergarten (plate 1B)
In the recent field of sustainable technologies, the colour project sees the
use of high-performance transparent materials to achieve greater
psychophysical well-being: this is what happens in the Els Colors
kindergarten in Barcelona. By using laminated glass with coloured film
inside (or also Agbar tower).
Water Cube (plate 7)
The new architectures live of new tones linked to the innovative ecosustainable technological culture. Water Cube stadium, for example, has
become an icon of this way of designing and building, while respecting the
environment.
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Figure 5. Tables taken from the graduation thesis by Alessandro Pisani (Pisani,
2010).

2.2.4 Andy Warhol and references to the theories of colour
During the years of study at the Carnegy Intistute of Technology in
Pittsburg, Warhol came into contact with the studies and the researches by
eminent scholars and theorists of colour. He was certainly fascinated, so
much so that he cited them in his diaries, by Goethe’s “spectrum and color
wheel” model, by Kandinskj, by Otto Runge’s model. But the psychological
aspect linked to the colour that Andy Warhol sources for the creation of his
works often refers to the psychological test developed by Luscher: 1 portrait
of the writer made by Andy Warhol in 1982.
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Figure 6. Andy Warhol, Goethe, 1982, print on canvas. This work is inspired by
Tischbein’s painting, the most famous depiction of the poet: “Goethe in the Roman
countryside”.

3. Colour at the roots of visual language, from tradition to
contemporary
The communicative and cognitive process of Man can be in part assimilated
to the continuous flow of stimulus that - through the sense organs and
therefore also the physiological apparatus of vision - reach the brain,
allowing the construction of images and information, through a perceptual/
interpretative process in continuous transformation. Within these dynamics,
colour plays a continuous, constant, widespread and articulated role. In the
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infinite ways in which it is declined in our life, we can recall a couple of
cases: nature and religion.
In the succession of the seasons, for example, nature speaks about its
mutations through colour, just as the patternings of animals declare their
type of life: exhibition and appeal, defense and aggression, mimicry and
survival.
On the other hand, in the field of faith, each religion thrives on its own
codifications and symbolisms, to spread, share and confirm its own creed.
The universe collecting and uniting all the aspects we have mentioned is
communication: and in each of them, colour lives and plays its role as a
sign, symbol, complex and complete language.
The main methods of the education to the vision mentioned in this essay
include the research experiences by Wassily Kandinsky, Johannes Itten,
László Moholy-Nagy and Paul Klee at the Bauhaus in Weimar; by György
Kepes at the New Bauhaus in Chicago; by Josef Albers at Yale University
School of Design; by Max Bill at the Hochschule für Gestaltung in Ulm; by
Bruno Munari at the Carpenter Centre in Cambridge; by Lois Swirnoff at
the Department of Art, Design and History in Los Angeles.

3.1 The communication process and its rules. Color as a sign
Since it is necessary, here, to adopt a great simplification, we can affirm that
the great tendency is to divide the modes of communication into three large
groups: verbal, paraverbal and non-verbal. In the verbal, the logical and
analogical content prevails, in which the content is important, the type of
language adopted and the strengths chosen in the speech. In the second type,
the mode of transmission of the message prevails: that is, of the content:
therefore the mode and the “register”, the level of communication, including
the tone of the voice and pauses, or other elements of completion, is
important. Finally, in the third case, body language, facial expression,
postures and gestures, clothing are used. Mimicry, body movements,
physical relationship with the interlocutor or audience are used. In reality,
there are infinite ways of communicating: even silence is a form of
communication. In particular, in this case, we will privilege all the visual
modes in the Culture of Vision, the domain of choice for the birth and
origin of color, its uses, its relationship with communication. But the
fundamental aspect (together with all the technical-scientific and
psychological aspects, of which color is an active subject and a passive
object) is what we can define “Chromatic Culture”, including the particular
phenomena of Semiotics of vision and the related rhetoric of vision.
Systems, modes, elements and relationships, inherent to these latter
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expressive manifestations, are not yet fully clarified, dealt with specialist,
controlled in the various processes of analysis and chromatic project, in the
various areas and with the related purposes. Among the many creative,
persuasive, functional uses, remember for example those for safety and
wayfindng. And again, just think of the yellow, red, orange areas that
Covid-19 has introduced us to.

Figure 7. Roman Jakobson’s communication model (Caprettini, 1992, p. 24).

Figure 5 therefore distinguishes various constitutive elements:
1) The SENDER: the person responsible of initiating the communication,
producing (encoding) and transmitting the message, directing it towards the
consignee.
2) The CONSIGNEE: the person to whom the message is addressed and
who must receive and interpret it (decoding).
3) The MESSAGE: information composed by SIGNS and SENSES
structured according to particular rules of one or more codes and
transmitted through a certain means or channel.
4) The CODE: set made up by conventional rules socially recognized,
which allows the production and interpretation of a message by ensuring it a
consistent structure: an elementary example is given by conventions in
religious services or (more simply) by the Highway Code.
Each language (for example Italian or English) is a code with the help of
which whoever produces or receives a message can attribute a meaning to
it, appropriately combining the signals and their senses (or contact). But
there are also visual codes, as shown in the illustration in fig. 9, Mona Lisa,
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with the various transformations of meaning, induced by the different
formal languages, in different representative styles.
5) The CHANNEL: means, instrument, physical apparatus used to activate
and maintain communication, to transmit and receive the message;
6) The CONTEXT: the complexity of the conditions in which the
communication takes place, and more precisely the situation, known or
assumed, which unites sender and consignee even partially. It includes the
“objects” to which the message refers and attributes a meaning, that is to
say its referents.
To each of these constitutive factors, which still remain interdependent from
each other, corresponds one of the following 4 functions:
1) Emotional: the importance assumed by the sender in the message and by
the attitude of the subject towards what it is being expressed (such as
“emoticons” in SMS).
2) Conative, or “force function”: it occurs when there is the sender’s
intention to change or to directly involve the consegnee’s behavior,
stimulating the response. It is therefore the fundamental function.
3) Poetics (stylistic), it could precisely be referred to as self-reflective: with
it we intend to strengthen the expressiveness of the message which first
presents itself and its internal configuration, focusing on factors of
coherence. It is the main of the poetic, and more generally rhetorical,
message.
4) Metalinguistics: it takes place when the message talks about itself, in
particular when it describes or specifies the code involved in the
communication; or when it indicates, by its own means, how it works.
A possible definition of communication could be the following one: the set
of “signs” that are exchanged between two people to:
 Inform - be informed.
 Influence the interlocutor’s attitudes and decision-making orientations
and vice versa: therefore persuade.
 Process or develop the analysis of a situation in logical terms.
 Explain, define, modify the quality of the relationship with others, to
also promote greater participation.
 Involve/interact.
 Entertain, interest, educate.
Communication must be: Quick, Direct, Effective. This also applies to
Visual Communication, even when it uses colour, which indeed helps in all
these functions. In the field of sales, this is summarized with the “example
of the 5S: “ Stop, Show, Seduce, Satisfy, Sell”.
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In psycho-sensory performance, there are 4 different levels of visual
attention: perceive, see, look, observe, linked to two basic factors: the
attention of the perceiver, and the duration of the optical stimulus.
Documenting, studying, reflecting are essential moments of an
indispensable practice for an effective Visual Communication, in analysis
and in project.

3.2 Colour in the classification of the sign
But, if everything is communication, how is the message “real” in this
process? How do we transmit ideas, thoughts, feelings, sensations that we
cannot convey except through the senses? How can we make them “real and
sensitive”? Through the “sign”: an entity formed by two parts: “meaning”
and “signifier”. The meaning is the content of the message, that is the
insensitive (immaterial) part that cannot be communicated through the
senses) that is transmitted and conveyed by a sensitive and “material” part;
the signifier is the sensitive (material) part.
The signifier can be understood as the bearer of a message: if the
communicator does not give it a value (i.e. a meaning), money (i.e. the
signifier) is useless: it cannot be exchanged, and therefore has no reason to
exist. The coin will have a function only if we give it a value (that is a
meaning), which expresses something (agreed between the issuer and the
receiver, therefore decodable) in our case :<< $ 1 >> (fig. 8).
SIGNIFICANT ≡ BRONZE DISC
MEANING ≡ VALUE OF 1 DOLLAR
SIGN ≡ BRONZE COIN VALUE OF 1 DOLLAR

Figure 8. An example of classification of the sign.

Starting from the sign, through a long and sometimes complex cultural and /
or “popular” path, we arrive at the “symbol”; think, for example, of some
highly significant forms.
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Figure 9. The meaning that can be attributed to a work also varies metalinguistically - depending on the codes and the formal language expressing it.

3.2.1 Classification of the sign
One of the areas of greatest interest in the study of signs is their
classification. Several criteria can be used, and in fact the existing types are
varied: the signs are distinguished, according to their origin, in natural
(smoke is the sign of fire) and artificial (the red blade raised at the top is a
sign of the order of stop) according to the connection that the signifier has
with the meaning, in signs proper (without diagnostic and prognostic value)
and symptoms (the red spots on the face are a symptom of measles) etc ... in
the same way the distinction between sign and symbol , where the symbol is
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an arbitrary signifier, closely linked to the deepest collective unconscious,
which contains in itself a part of meaning: black is a symbol of mourning
because, in a period of mourning, the soul is gloomy. Naturally, however,
the whole series of distinctions that the classification of signs entails is a
complicated and extremely fluctuating question.
Another useful distinction is that between signs of different extension. A
single word is a sign, but a sentence is also a sign of a more complex
structure, and an extended text (for example an entire literary work) will be
a macrosign of even more complicated organization. The same gradation
can be had with other semiotic domains: the gesture of an arm in a work by
Titian can be a simple sign, the person of which the arm is a part can be a
more complex sign, and the whole representation is a further RED sign. For
each of these levels it is possible to identify a differentiation of meanings
and codes (ie two different iconic languages) for the same object and the
task of the study of the sign is to discover how these levels of meaning are
compatible with each other.
Here some synthetic examples of lexical conventions:
Signify: act of meaning;
Figuration: act of meaning through means of figures;
Sememe: the smallest semic unit provided of a meaning;
Phoneme: the smallest semic unit provided of a phonic sense;
Grapheme: the smallest semic unit provided of a graphic sense (distinctive
of a graphic system);
Iconema: the smallest semic unit provided of an iconic sense (linked to the
figures);
Morpheme: the smallest semic unit provided of a formal sense (minimal
linguistic unit, bearer of meaning, which cannot be further subdivided
without altering its meaning);
Chroneme: the smallest semic unit characterized by colour.
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Figure 10. Classification of the sign: the example of the mimosa.

In the different meaning that a sign can assume (if read as belonging to the
three different categories now illustrated) we can take the example of the
mimosa. As a natural sign of the first category, the mimosa can indicate the
blossoming of nature in spring, but it happens automatically, without
anyone intending to communicate this message. As a second category sign,
on the other hand, we can assume the reproduction of the same flower,
placed on the label of a mimosa perfume: in this case its image is equivalent
to the content expressed, therefore in the presence of a desire to
communicate, but without adding any additional messages or meanings.
The mimosa branch exchanged during the International Women Day, on the
other hand, has a strong symbolic and celebratory value, and therefore must
be taken as a third category sign, as an analogical or iconic sign (fig. 10).
And, in the three different communicative functions performed by the same
element (mimosa), colour (yellow in this case) takes on three different roles,
according to a differentiated “chromatic image”.
This is where Semiotics and Semiology come in.
A definition of Semiotics: “it is the science having as its object the
comparative study of signs, of the structure and functioning of all the
processes in which the same signs are involved”. Two orientations relating
to semiotic analysis (that is signs) are recognizable, closely linked to each
other:
1. Semiotics as a classification of signs;
2. Semiotics as an investigation of communicative processes.
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The object of this discipline is, in fact, both the identification of systems,
composed by units (SIGNS) and relationships within them, and collaterally
the explanation of the concrete processes or uses (Acts of Communication)
in which the signs find their expressions, also practical (Caprettini, 1997).
A definition of /Semantics/ “Science of meanings”.
Codes can be:
1. Syntactic (based on the formal/structural relationships of each sign with
the other);
2. Semantic (based on signs/universe relationships of meanings);
3. Pragmatic (based on the relationships between signs and subjects who
use them).
As an example of a rhetorical icon, we refer to the sculpture Estasi di Santa
Teresa, by Bernini (fig. 49).

3.3 Colour to convince: Liberty and Futurist graphics

Figure 11. Left: Alphonse Mucha, Rêverie, 1898; right: Alphonse Mucha, Cover of
L’illustré Soleil du Dimanche, 1897.

To talk about the history of the Italian manifesto we have to make a leap in
time, moving to Paris. It was in fact in the French capital that the artist
Jules Chéret sensed the potential of a new printing technique, lithography:
it was the year 1860. Invented in the late eighteenth century in Bohemia by
Alois Senefelder, this technique soon proved to be the most important
invention in the field, second only to Gutenberg’s hope. Despite being less
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revolutionary than the movable type press, stone lithography was equally
innovative: for the first time, artists could work with traditional techniques,
obtaining prints of such perfection in details and shades, that they could
compete with the original painting. In just a few years, Chéret’s
lithographic press at the Imprimerie Chaix managed to produce multicolored images or “chromolithographies”, using different stone matrices,
one for each color. This process made it possible to print works with large
colored areas, thus paving the way for the creation of the advertising
poster. Chéret’s posters had the same impact in Paris as cinema in the
1930s and television in the 1950 s. try to imagine the scene: one fine day,
on the gray walls of a metropolis illuminated in the dim light of gas lamps
and suffocated by the smoke of coal stoves, large brightly colored posters
appear, a carousel of danseuses between feathers and rhinestones, Folies
Bergéres and Mulin Rouge . It was a shock: the city had turned into an
outdoor art gallery. “

Figure 12. Alphonse Mucha, Package for Lefévre-Utile Gaufrettes Pralinées 190002, mixed technique.

«The poster created by Mucha to advertise Flirt cookies uses the tripartite
composition. The name of the biscuits appears at the bottom of the
illustration and that of the company at the top. In the center, two young
people from high society, dressed to go to the theater, are standing next to
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each other. He looks at her while she, modestly, looks down. Mucha adds
flowers and leaves to decorate an image behind them».
«On the cover of L’illustré Soleil du Dimanche the usual female figure
appears in the typical Mucha style: her head is surrounded by a wreath of
flowers and long hair floating in the wind, recalling Botticelli’s Birth of
Venus (1478) (1445-1510). The lithography superimposes a natural world
of trees, flowers and butterflies on the city in the background. The image is
the embodiment of relaxation”.

Figure 13. Left: Alphonse Mucha, Poster of Cassan Files, 1897; in the centre: Jan
Misset, Droste chocolate box, 1904; right: Alphonse Mucha, Bleu Deschamps,
1897.

«In 1897 the French typography Cassan Files commissioned Mucha from
the poster. The company had existed for 25 years; to symbolize its activity
and promote its name, the artist inserted the printing press, some prints and
an allegorical male figure into the illustration. The man turns the wheel of
the press and simultaneously leans forward to listen to a young woman
sitting in the foreground. Half-naked and with long tousled blond copper
hair, the woman gives a timeless dimension to the image. The prints that
fall from her knees are variations of her portrait. With skilful use of color,
Mucha creates a rich motif. »
«Bleu Deschamps, 1897 makes extensive use of blue, which is not often
seen in Mucha’s posters. The product was a laundry additive. Mucha
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represents a girl in a simple white dress, standing in front of a tub, who lifts
a sheet and looks with satisfaction at the result obtained with Blue
Deschamps».

Figure 14. Left: Leonetto Cappiello, Original manifesto Cachou Lajaunie, 1949
(www.affice-passion.com); right: Marcello Dudovich, 1918, G. Ricordi, Milano,
1878-1962 (www.teladoiofirenze.it).

“The art of the future will be powerfully advertising”! So wrote Fortunato
Depero in the 1931 manifesto Futurism and advertising art (see the
exhibition From the futurist dream to the advertising sign, at the Lucca
center Contemporary, curated by Maurizio scudiero and Maurizio
Vanni).With San Pellegrino products, the Strega liqueur, the tamarind Erba,
the Unica chocolate, and above all the Campari drinks, without forgetting
the editorial collaborations, such as for the Illustrated Magazine del Popolo
d’Italia and American periodicals Vogue and Vanity Fair.
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Figure 15. Left: Lorenzo Ottaviani, Travel Italia. L’età dell’oro del manifesto
turistico; right: Lorenzo Ottaviani, Le Lac Majeur, 1925 ca, Mario Borgoni,
64x101,5 cm, lithography, ENIT, FS, Richter & C., Napoli.

Figure 16. Fortunato Depero, Squisito al selz 1926, collage on cardboard, 71x96,5,
Milano, Galleria Arte Centro. Contrast of pure colours and Goethe’s harmonic
diametrical oppositions: green/red, yellow/purple.
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Figure 17. Left: Fortunato Depero, Grandi marche 1934-1935, tempera on paper,
63x48 cm, Valenza, private collection; right: Fortunato Depero, mandorlato Vido
1924, litografia a colori, 140x100 cm, New York, Massimo&Sonia Cirulli archivio.

Figure 18. Left: Fortunato Depero, Pellicani 1924-1932, inlay of coloured fabrics,
173x130 cm, Trento, private collection; right: Fortunato Depero, Fonografo
giocondo, advertising sketch 1924-1925, collage, 54x43 cm, Genoa, private
collection.
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Figure 19. Fortunato Depero, Venus Pencils, 1929, collage on cardboard, 42x61 cm,
Milano, Galleria Arte Centro.

Figure 20. Among the most important contemporary graphic designers, Glaser
became famous for the I Love New York logo (1976) and his poster of Bob Dylan
(1966), a pop icon of the “youth of the 60s”, the Hippies of America, chracterized by
very colourful images - and with outlines often deformed almost to the point of
abstraction.
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4. The future from history: comparative and applied
chromatic theories, from analysis to design
For the analysis and/or the colour project, the current situation seems to
confirm two trends, not always easily reconcilable: the first one aimed at
deepening more specialized and selective disciplinary methodologies; the
second one aimed at integrating, comparing and synthesizing different but
complementary method approaches. A concept now seems to be widely
shared: from theoretical contributions to individual applications one cannot
(must not) speak of “colour” in generalist and superficial terms.

4.1 A “comparative mosaic” from ‘Policroma’. Protagonists and
roles of colour theories: scientific-disciplinary, symbolic-artistic,
technical-applicative and other purposes and aspects. Goethe,
Runge, Itten, and more...
From this point of view, for example on a scientific-speculative level, it is
clear that we can no longer talk (as it unfortunately still happens) about
“Theory of colour” or “Model of colour” as if it was an entity or an
amorphous reality, “neutral” and undifferentiated, deprived of a specific
placement in highly specialized cultures. In this sense, a methodological
premise must be reiterated: the concept of “Colour Theory” (when not
better specified) appears meaningless, since it is widely established by now
that there are multiple compared and comparable theories, pertinent to
different disciplinary approaches, diversified, well characterized and
identifiable through specific and univocal parameters and criteria (Marotta,
1999): it is therefore sufficient to - consciously - direct knowledge, planning
and operations to a selectively critical and warned way. In 1899, for
example, a “simple” manual about mural painting like the one by Ronchetti,
cited theories like those by Rood, about variation of colours according to
light (Ronchetti, 1947). The usefulness of history and knowledge for the
analysis and project of colour.
4.1.1 ‘Policroma’, the icon of a method. Compared theories and their
models
The synoptic framework of the models is the visualization (icon) of a
systematic comparison by themes it is confirmed as a precious
methodological instrument, to clarify the phenomena relating to the
Chromatic Culture: the possibility of hypothesizing, clarifying, but also
rediscovering relationships and contacts between Authors of the various
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theories, to highlight similarities and differences in their respective
outcomes.
But it also allows academic from various disciplines to observe and monitor
the developments of various studies and research over time, to discover
their reciprocal intersections and influences, as well as to be a privileged
workshop for establishing and comparing (integrating) specific disciplinary
dictionaries, which certainly cannot be declined in improper or unconscious
terms and meanings.
This instrument assumes therefore a strong and effective practical value for
the possibility to communicate with a direct and correct way the
fundamental data of these theories, togheter with the various Authors, but
also the applications of these theories for example (with the respective
methods and criteria, rules and parameters), both at a project level and
analytical investigations - in any field. But the highest goal - for everyone is to educate to a “chromatic way of thinking” and to a Culture of color.

Figure 21. Icon of a methos: the comparative Frameworks of colour models
(Marotta, 1999, pp. 54-55).
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4.1.2 Significance and representation in the models
In the past, to represent, display and symbolize their theories,
models of color have formed an indispensable tool for intellectual
development, testing and use of critique design, continuing even today to
form a body (chronologically and/or theme reconstructed in congruent and
comparable terms) crucial for a conscious and specializing approach in
culture of the color.
The models of color can be: charts that represent algebraically determined
functions (for example, a wavelength that generates a color, in its tone).
Colour schemes designed to express the symbolic meanings of color,
assuming the shapes of the models themselves connotations and denotations
signifiers very important are the geometric invariants, with his parameters
of reading: in addition to the chronological reading, models of color can be
read and classified according to invariant, which constitute at the same time
interpretive key and generating principle. To explain the close relationship
that exists between a theory of color and its pattern, it seems useful to
recognize in the first instance, the geometrical invariants of the latter not
only as such, but also as a symbolic representation and signification of more
detailed and extensive content, or of specific phenomena. Among the
invariant first, most characteristic, it is possible to recognize the following:
1 type of configuration ; 2 value of focus ; 3 presence of axes and diameter
s ; 4 relationship between shape and parameters ; 5 topological aspects.
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4.1.3 Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe

Figure 22. Goethe’s chromatic circle, 1810.

Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe (Francoforte sul Meno 1749 Weimar 1832).
1749 - He was born in a wealthy and cultured family and spent his
childhood in a stimulating environment, where especially his mother, an
educated and lively woman, creates his training sentimental and poetic. He
prefers Sheakespeare and Paracelsus (Philipp von Bombast Theophrast
Hoenheim)
He studied the occult sciences, alchemy, astrology, in opposition to the
bourgeois values of his original environment.
1772 - He graduated in law in Strasbourg, is dedicated to the history of
collecting color studies of other intellectuals.
1774 - He wrote “The Sorrows of Young Werther”, a book that gives him
instant success and fame throughout all Europe.
1786 - He start the trip to Italy, “The Grand Tour” almost obligatory for
every young aristocrat. In the two-year journey visit many cities in the
north and settled in Rome. During this time he creates many drawings,
which underline its propensity towards the study of nature and its colors.
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1794 - Along with Schiller, he wrote “The Correspondence”. Later, after the
death of his friend he publics “Elective Affinities” with which he
approached the world of images and process color.
1798 - Returned to Weimar, he worked on the theory of colors, which will
make a great contribution, from the scientific point of view, to the culture of
his time.
1808 - Publish Farbenlehre (Color Theory). He believes that the color and
its manifestations are nothing but human experience: the place in which
they are perceived is not space, but the human organ of perception.
1832 - He died in Weimar.
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Figure 23. Paul Signac, La salle à manger, 1886-1887 (from optical mix to the
“divided color”).

Figure 24. Paul Signac, La salle à manger, 1886-1887 (detail).
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4.1.4 Legacy from Goethe

Figure 25. J. M. W. Turner, Light and color (Goethe’s theory) - The morning after
the deluge - Moses writes the Book of Genesis, oil on canvas, 1843 (The Tate
Gallery, London).
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Figure 26. Interiors for the English upper class on the late Nineteenth century: John
Soane for Hobbs House

The colors determine the overall character of the painting.
There is the whole circle of the colors, but does not appear in the original
order.
In “The Portrait of Dorian Gray” by Oscar Wilde, Lord Henry made Dorian
read a mysterious book with a yellow cover, one of the symbolic colours of
aestheticism. In fact, in the Nineteenth century, yellow became a very
fashionable color thanks to the invention of new coloring systems less toxic
than the previous compositions. Although it was initially used for the upper
classes, it soon spread to the Middleclass homes as well.
Among all the yellows used, the most sought after (and also expensive) was
the Goethian “Turner Yellow”, or “Patent Yellow”, for its exaggerated
brilliance and vivacity never seen before. The English painter often
proposed this color in his paintings, which he used in a refined way to turn
on the light of his landscapes, as he had seen it was used in the great Italian
paintings. «Everything is yellow - a critic observed -, only yellow, a yellow
contrasting violently with blue».
Characteristic of these houses is the particular use of color, which far
exceeds the previous tradition for the abundance and the audacity of
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combinations: much of the richness of these effects was obtained with
wallpapers and fabrics, thanks to the use of elaborated coloured prints and
extraordinary weaving techniques.
The liveliness and freshness of the colours applied during the late
Nineteenth century was partly due to the invention of aniline, a new
colouring. The aesthetic consequence of this technological advance was the
creation of some very bright yellows, vivid blues and acid greens of such
chemical intensity never seen before. Earthy reds or very dark browns were
also used, but they were enlightened with gold or very bright yellows. First
of all they were used in fabrics and wallpapers, but the new colours could
also be incorporated into varnishes.
The architects of the Aesthetic movement had a certain predilection for the
use the “Greeneryallery”, a slightly modified olive green with shades of
yellow, for the wooden panels, and an antique pink or hyacinth for the
walls, even if they preferred brighter and lighter colours for the rooms used
during the day.
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Figure 27. Pierre Auguste Renoir, La Parisienne (1874), oil on canvas, 160x106 cm
(National Museum of Walls, Cardiff, photo Mik Fear). Passing through the sieve of
coeval theories, there is a link in the transmission of color knowledge. In the 70s of
the nineteenth century: Claude Monet (with other Impressionists) expatriates in
England during the war of Prussia. In London knows the work of Joseph Mallord
Turner (known follower and supporter of the Goethe’s theories).
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4.1.5 Goethe’s theories in Turin through Chevreul and Arnaudon

Figure 28. Pietro Fenoglio, Villino Scott, Turin (Decortes, 2006).

Figure 29. Scenes from the movie The Importance of Being Earnest, 2002.

In the movie The Importance of Being Earnest Clothes, accessories, jewels,
living rooms, furnishings, sumptuously laid tables, flowers, gardens: the
camera plays for time slowly, almost smugness, over everything, to show
the apparent beauty and perfection of a world actually deeply cynical and
cruel. Martin Scorsese told how the Italian cinema by the “masters” was the
point of reference in his reconstruction of the era in which the film is set.
The director’s personal tribute to Italy was completed by involving two
illustrious names in the project: Dante Ferretti at the sets and Gabriella
Pescucci at the costumes.
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4.1.6 Philipp Otto Runge

Figure 30. Runge’s colour sphere, 1810.

Philipp Otto Runge (Wolgast 1777 – Amburgo 1810)
1777 - born in Walgast, in Pomerania
1788 - began to devote his time to the silhouette (portraits of family
members or popular scenes).
1810 - his book is published (The color sphere, namely the construction of
the mutual relation of all mixtures of color and their complete affinity)
where he conceived a spherical color model originated from an intense
debate with Goethe.
According to his theory, the colors can be organized shaping themselves
into a spherical shape, divided into meridians and parallels, in similarity
with the globe.
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Figure 31. Philipp Otto Runge, Allegory of the morning, 1808. The work is a precise
application of color theory, by the same author published in 1810 and displayed in
Farbenkugel (The sphere of color).

4.1.7 Johannes Itten

Figure 32. Itten’s colours star, 1921.
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Johannes Itten (Südern-Linden 1888 – Zurigo 1967)
1888 - in Südern-Linden, Switzerland
1908 - graduated as a primary school teacher and began teaching
1909 - began to devote himself to painting, influenced by the vision of the
Cubists and members of the Blaue Reiter, and went to Geneva
1913 - he went to Stuttgart, he became a pupil of Adolf Hölzel, which
significantly affects his quality
1916 - He held his first solo exhibition at Der Sturm gallery in Berlin. He
moved as a teacher in an art school in Vienna, where he is fascinated by the
cultural circles in which religious and mystical themes. At this time he met
Alma Mahler, widow of the composer Gustav Mahler and the Gropius’ wife
1919 - Gropius invited him to teach at the Bauhaus in Weimar: teacher Itten
proves particularly fond, shall act as the “master of the form” in almost all
laboratories and called major artists such as Klee and Schlemmer.
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4.1.8 Legacy from Mondrian to Itten

Figure 33. Mondrian and YSL set realized by Alvufashionstyle (https://www.alvu
fashionstyle.com/2015/07/31/mondrian-ysl-arte-moda-michele-vignali/).
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Figure 34. Itten’s theories applied by selecting opposite colour triplets on his colour
disc. The two colour triads were selected by applying an isosceles triangle (see p.
83)

4.1.9 Josef Albers
Josef Albers (Bottrop 1888 - New Haven 1976), one of the first students of
the Bauhaus who was awarded with the title of Meister, that is master, for
presenting his theory based on his experiments in which he favors the use of
paper materials (from coloured ones to newspaper clippings) with the aim
of applying formal changes that may affect the behavior of the material.
Within his poetics on colour, the phenomena related to optical illusions and
the interaction of colour are highlighted. Among the numerous theoreticalscientific laws there is the one by Weber-Fechner, related to the differential
thresholds, according to which during a sensorial perceptive experience
(and therefore also visual) it is possible to verify - also quantitatively - the
relationship between the real intensity of a physical stimulus and the
subjective sensation induced by it.
Albers compares the behavior of colour to the one of the musical notes. The
word synaesthesia, one of the rhetorical figures of the literature, can be
interpreted in the field of the study of colour and related phenomena as a
“consent” (or simultaneous perception of two different perceptual
expressions), resulting from the stimulation of a single sensory organ. The
phenomenon can involve all the five senses at the same time or only part of
them. The “audition colorée” is particularly common, with which stimulus
are simultaneously perceived with the form of images and visual structures.
Albers’ theory proposes the perception of colour by the human eye with a
location “above or below” another, resulting in a different “illusion of
space” which confirms the sensation of progress towards the observer or of
retreat from it. Furthermore, the theorist also expresses an apparent
“volumetry in two dimensions”, measuring with extreme precision the
distances and the visual relationships between flat areas of tonal colors. The
relationship between the chromatic ranges within the constant pattern of the
square that he identifies, with different entities of extension, density,
absorption and radiance. There is an interaction of the colours in the squares
that are balanced or combined two by two, to support or contrast all the
remaining ones: the same colour, placed on different backgrounds or
adjoinings, can appear different, while in the same way - with the same
artifice - different colours can seem absolutely identical (Marotta, 2010).
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4.2 Phenomenology of the image and Gestalt
The phenomenology of the image contributes to the knowledge of the
fundamental issues relating to the nature of images, within today’s visual
culture based on the pre-eminence of the image over the word and on the
perceptive and aesthetic value of images, also and not only dependent on
language, for the construction of knowledge, in order to integrate teaching
knowledge, theoretical skills and practical procedures useful to the students
for their procedures.
Contextually to the linguistic and philosophical definition of the terms
phenomenon and phenomenology, it would be essential to frame the nature
and the reality of images by addressing the study that emerged in the
contemporary debate to offer an essential overview of the main descriptions
and conceptions of the image developed by the Western way of thinking.
From the distinction between artistic value and historical-cultural relevance
on one hand and autonomy of the image on the other hand.
If the complexity of a visual perception (especially chromatic) is not easily
describable and even less catalogable, we can here identify, in short but
exhaustive terms, at least three ways in “perceptual colour”:
1. Phenomenological: colour “as it appears” and as it is perceptually
perceived.
2. Neurophysiological: through the knowledge of the vision receptor
apparatus and its functioning.
3. Psychophysical: the production of neuronal stimulus by means and
instruments and their measurement are correlated to a physiological
reaction. Through the physical measurement of the emitted and
perceived radiations (also in combination) which are connected to the
psychological response, we arrive at the “advanced psychophysics”. In
these advanced colorimetric approaches, the “physical” measures are
crossed and screened in a “transdisciplinary” way with psychological
outcomes and aspects, towards more complex considerations.
Regarding the visual perception, according to various “schools of way of
thinking” we can briefly summarize three of the main theories here:
a. Constructivist or empiricist theory (Helmholtz, Gregory): the visual
perception as a construction of the image takes place from time to time
by dynamic comparison between the sensory information provided by
the eye and the images previously perceived in the past and stored in
memory.
b. Ecological theory (Gibson): the perception of objects cannot be
considered separately from the underlying structure on which they are
inserted or projected.
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c. Gestalt or configured form theory (Koffka, Wertheimer, Kohler,
Arnheim, Musatti, Marcolli and others): the mind projects outward,
through the senses, innate forms and categories adapted to the
surrounding world. In the latter case, perception derives from the
organization of sensations, rather than from their association by
summation: the whole is not a simple sum of the parts.
The relationship between figure and background plays an important role in
the development of perceptual phenomena. In this conception, memory and
experience play a fundamental role. In the final perceptual outcome, there is
often an interrelation between the laws of the Gestalt, rather than the
prevalence of just one of them.

4.3 The role and the “optical weight” of colour in the Gestalt
configuration of the form and in the hierarchies of the visual
field: from Kandinsky, Itten, Klee, Albers, up to
contemporaneity (Zeky, Maffei, Marcolli)
Gestalt psychology (Gestalt means form, scheme, representation), also
called Psychology of form, is a psychological current concerning perception
and experience that was born and developed at the beginning of the
Twentieth century in Germany (between the 1910s and the 1930s), to then
continue its course in the USA, where its main exponents had moved during
the period of Nazi persecutions.
One of the essential postulates of the Gestalt is that according to which each
area of the visual field is not perceived in isolation but in relation to other
parts, so as to constitute units of greater perceptual importance, according to
particular conditions of stimulation: it follows that everything is something
more then the sum of the parts. Furthermore, the field can be segmented
into areas that take on the role of figures, with an object nature, and into
areas that take on a background role, of a less concrete or evident character.
Regarding the modalities of these relations, it is necessary to refer to the
studies conducted in this regard by Gestalt psychologists and in particular to
the studies by M. Wertheimer, K. Koffka and W. Kohler. Wertheimer has
identified a series of rules or laws about how to group the elements of the
field into larger structures, that is into configurations. Thought and
perception always concern organized wholes. The conditions by which the
elements of the field unify and organize into perceptual units are determined
by their relationship with the context, whose role is decisive in the
recognition of figures and in the attribution of meaning. The visual field is
assimilated - in analogy with what happens in physical science, and
particularly in dynamics - to a field of forces. Six different laws of form or
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configuration can be identified: closeness, similarity, closure, continuity of
direction, significance and experience.
The closeness law
The grouping, or unification, occurs in relation to the proximity of the
elements, which condition tend to visually compact in this.

Law of similarity
For this reason they perceptually group, making the configuration stable and
compact. Similarity can occur based on shape, colour or size.

Law of closure
Assigning a meaning regardless of whether it is known or not. The
perceptive role of the contour is decisive in this regard.
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Law of continuity of direction
Those forms remain with their integrity and simplicity, with their set of
coherent lines and natural directions developing with a continuum.

Law of significance
Parts of the field are linked together in order to produce weighty and
meaningful forms, organizing the configuration in compliance with the
simplest solution and with internal coherence. The tendency towards the
perception of harmonious and balanced structures ensures a more
immediate recognition of meaning.

Law of experience
The psychology of form recognizes the importance of experience both in
the biogenetic sense (in correspondence to the environmental conditions)
and in the sense of individual experience. Experience is therefore decisive
in the perceptual organization, soliciting the completion of the missing parts
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in the visual field and facilitating the recognition of data already sedimented
in the memory, in certain spatial conditions.

“Amodal” completion of the cross, actually non-existent, behind the
circular shape.

“Amodal” completion in the non-gradient margins, producing Ponzo’s
illusion (according to Farné, 1968).
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Causal Interaction: the striped structure appears physically deformed by
the tip of the lozenge.

Optical weight between chromatisms and configurative geometries.
1. The weight also depends on the spatial depth: the greater it is the depth
reached by an area of the visual field, the greater it is its weight (the
reasons are not entirely known). See Dejeuner sur l’herbe.
2. The weigth depends on the location of the object with respect to its
“visual pattern”, and in particular with respect to the centre.
3. The weight of a visual element increases in proportion to its distance
from the pattern’s centre of equilibrium.
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4. The weight is also proportional to the intrinsic being of the represented
object (Ethel Puffer): that is by its symbolic and significant qualities, by
its level of graphic definition and pleasantness, by its smallness, etc...
5. The weight is influenced by the isolation of the object, which is
enhanced if it is isolated.
6. Weight is also influenced by shape: a regular configuration (as simple
geometric shapes) makes it appears heavier. See the example on
Kandinsky, or the fortifications.
7. The weight depends on the compactness of a graphic sign or shape, that
is on the degree of concentration of a visual mass around its centre,
hence the value of the textures.
8. Weight is influenced by knowledge that is by the experience of the
beholder.
So far the characteristics are taken from Arnheim, but we can still add:
1. Weight is influenced by contrast: positive/negative, etc.
2. Direction.
3. The visual balance, as we have already said, depends on: point of
application (of the pattern), value (that is weight) and direction.
4. The direction of the visual force depends on various factors, including
the weight exerted by the elements of the visual field.
5. For the balance of the composition, the direction of the force must be
compensated.
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Figure 35. Piero della Francesca, Pala di Brera, or Pala Montefeltro (Sacra
Conversazione con la Madonna, col Bambino, sei santi, quattro angeli e il donatore
Federico da Montefeltro), tempera and oil on panel (251x173 cm), about 1472,
Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan. The composition is also the result of a refined chromatic
balance and optical weights.
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Figure 36. Nino Di Salvatore 1, Spazio gestaltico curvo.16, 1989, acrylic on
canvas, diameter 150 cm.

Figure 37. Luigi Veronesi 2, Tempera on cardboard, 1990, 18x24 cm, (signed and
dated on the bottom right, with an authentication by the artist on a picture dated
1992).
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Figure 38. Akiyoshi Kitaoka 3, an optical illusion in Rotating Snakes. Tones in the
phenomenology of the image.

4.4 From theories to practice: Shiro Kuramata’s cultured and
conscious example in design
The first, true, great figure of Japanese designer was Shiro Kuramata: in
1965 he opened the Kuramata Design Office and was the first to carry out a
professional activity not linked to a company, conducting research into new
formal languages. Following his own poetics, he nevertheless opened up to
the exchange of ideas with some Italian designers such as Ettore Sottsass
Junior and Andrea Branzi, joining the group of Memphis designers. The
realization of the self-produced pieces was entrusted to craftsmen and
technicians of the highest level, whose work allowed to give a very high
quality to his ideas, as in the case of the Miss Blanche chair, 1988 (in which
the design stopped the Chinese artificial roses in space) or the installation of
the light for Spiral. Kuramata also designed the first stores for Issey
Miyake, an other key figure in defining the soul of modern Japan. In fact, in
Kuramata’s poetic way of thinking, materials and techniques are pretexts to
suggest shadows, lights, shades, transparencies and never objects, physical
presences that impose themselves on space. In fact, the shock caused by this
new languages was so strong that it arouse reactions often more instinctive
than meditated.
However, the experiences of Alchimia and Memphis, observed with greater
detachment, have not only surprised the categories of taste and style, but
have had a much more profound impact on the productive and cultural
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structure of the project. Researches that appeared frivolous and limited to
chromatic or decorative aspects have instead concretely modified entire
industrial sectors, supporting innovation, both technical and formal, in the
field of coloured laminates, recomposed woods, glass and lighting. The
apparent disharmony of forms, on the contrary, concealed an intimate
adhesion to an unstable present and places Italian reflection at the centre of
the culture of design. If the academy was unable to keep up, to update, the
pages of prestigious magazines and new schools elaborated proposals and
reflections.
A constellation of young foreigners, above all, found their centre of gravity
in the ateliers in Milan: for the first time since the end of the Second World
War, Italy discovered itself international, able to attract talents and export
ideas. Shiro Kuramata was certainly not the first, and will not be the last, of
the young foreign designers fascinated by the new season of the Italian
design. Kuramata was perhaps the best example of a new cultural condition;
he is Japanese, but “not at all Zen”. Close to the Memphis group, Kuramata
elaborated a poetic and swirling language, light and hard, transparent and
solid, neutral and coloured. Kuramata worked with materials of his
contemporary and moved in spaces without place, to extract unstable,
precarious, temporary balances. His objects were ambiguous and elusive,
yet they fixed with pinpoint precision the sense of a contemporary that just
needed to be recognized: “the biggest problem is gravity, we have to try to
think about how to remove it. My strongest desire is to feel free from
gravity, free from all bonds. I want to float”.

4.4.1 General review of theories and criteria
“For a designer, a good project is a generous and pertinent response to all
the possibilities offered to him, and the quality of the result lies in the close
and authentic correspondence between form and meaning”.
The contrast between pure colours detected by Itten is evident in this piece
of furniture designed by Shiro Kuramata.
Kuramata’s objects have been designed to amaze, to give sensations by
going beyond the systematic search for function. In all this, there is a study
for precise details reflecting the minuteness of the daily life of the Japanese
world, of a culture rooted in time that places its origins in the social
phenomenon of the Sixteenth century, when the bourgeoisie rebelled against
the imposing Samurai caste, the period of the beginning of a new culture
made up by small but significant details. The quality of this designer’s
designs is found in the chosen shapes and colours, thanks to which they
become the protagonists of the scene, enhancing full and empty spaces,
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colours and transparencies that arise sensations to the touch and sight in the
subjects. In the Japanese culture there is a singular relationship between the
senses unknown to the Western one, particularly relating to the relationship
between sound-colour and colour-sound, according to which when you look
at a colour you can hear a sound, and this is the philosophy put into light by
Kuramata. In fact, “the designer’s work can be described as the use of the
resources of a particular language made understandable through the nonverbal equivalents of intention, style, sense and structure, but there also are
other levels of experience more related to the function that must be received
immediately.
“A truly brilliant work is deeply rooted in its time, it includes awareness,
dreams and aspirations, as well as specific resources and technologies: work
of this kind respects the past and concretely creates the future” (Potter, p.
35). Kuramata’s work and poetics can be observed through different points
of view, such as colour, form-matter, transparency-gravity and light.

4.4.2 Colour
The use of colour is one of the main means through which a designer
expresses himself. Shiro Kuramata made a particular use of colour in his
creations, playing with it according to the different circumstances, starting
from the use of a primary colour up to its complete “dematerialization”,
thus making possible to create different shades and multiple reflections. The
most used colours are black, white and red-orange, probably chosen by the
designer with the aim of creating possible strong contrasts thanks to the
combination of them, especially in the mixture of transparent methacrylate
and steel elements.
In Kuramata’s designs and realizations it is possible to highlight a
relationship with Itten’s way of thinking regarding the choice of shapes and
colours present in his theory. In fact, he developed a theory about colour,
taking up Goëthe’s and Runge’s way of thinking, within which he identified
seven contrasts of colour: pure colours contrast, chiaroscuro contrast, coldwarm contrast, complementary colours contrast, simultaneity contrast,
quality contrast and quantity contrast.
The first contrast, relating to the use of pure colours at the highest level of
saturation, combined with each other, can be particularly observe in
Homage to Mondrian (fig. 42), a dresser with different red, blue and yellow
geometric elements. The second contrast, chiaroscuro, is present in many of
his creations, bringing the contrast to a maximum exasperation through the
use of full and dark colours combined with transparent and light elements.
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Figure 39. Revolving Cabinet

Among the different examples there are the Side1/Side2 dresser (fig. 43)
with its white drawers and black outer casing, the Glass Table, small table
with black steel supports and glass top, and the Pyramid dresser (fig. 46),
with its black drawers in strong contrast with the transparent outer casing.
The third contrast regards the cold-warm given by the combination of cold
or warm colours. This type of contrast can be seen in the work Cabinet de
Curiosité (fig. 45), composed by acrylic elements with green-blue and redfuchsia shades. The fourth contrast identified by Itten is the contrast of the
complementaries, originating from the combination of those colours whose
pigments mixed together give a neutral gray and are diametrically opposite
in the chromatic circle. It can be seen in one of his most famous works,
Miss Blanche, a chair in acrylic material with elements (paper flowers) in
red and green, exactly two complementary colours. The simultaneity
contrast is the phenomenon whereby our eye, subjected to a certain colour,
simultaneously demands its complement, and by not receiving it, our eye
will represent it by itself. This type of contrast can be observe in some
works by the Japanese designer such as Revolving Cabinet (fig. 39), a piece
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of furniture made up of drawers in glossy red methacrylate, and Sedia
Seduta (fig. 44), a chair made up by two elements rispectively yellow and
black.
By quality contrast we mean the one between intense, bright colours, and
other pale and dim colours and can be observe in some objects by Kuramata
such as the Sofa with Arms, between the shine of the steel and the opacity of
the leather or fabric seat. The seventh contrast identified by Itten is the
quantity contrast, which arises from the reciprocal quantitative relationship
of two or more colours. The effect of a colour is determined by two factors,
its intensity and the size of the coloured field; each colour has different
intensity or brightness. Goethe established a numerical scale based on the
reciprocal brightness values. It is necessary to translate the brightness
values into harmonic values of quantity, by inverting the numerical ratios.
The contrast is based on the combination of high brightness colours with a
low quantity value, and low brightness colours with high quantity values.
Among the works by the Japanese designer, those in which it is most
evident are Homage to Joseph Hoffman, Volume 2 and Sedia Seduta. In the
first work it can be observe how the surface occupied by the dark colour of
the fabric is considerably higher than the one of the bright light of the bulbs.
In the second, the yellow seatback and seat are in smaller quantities than the
rest of the black armchair.

4.4.3 Form and matter
The game of reflections and shades of Kuramata’s objects are forged by a
wise choice of shapes and materials. In the wide range of creations the use
of acrylic materials is predominant, the result of experimentations with this
extremely innovative material for the time. Methacrylate is used by
experimenting with it in solid, liquid and gaseous state. Thanks to the
research and the combination of this material it has been possible to create
objects composed by different coloured layers giving rise to multiple
internal reflections, as in Vaso monofiore. In addition to acrylic, glass was
also often used, an ancient material but re-proposed in a modern key thanks
to the use of new techniques for assembling the elements (such as
photosensitive glue) that made it possible and created particular pieces of
furniture that had never been made before. Among these there is the Glass
product line, in which we can find various seats, tables, small tables and
shelves. The experimentation of these new techniques and new materials led
to the production of singular objects characterized by pure and geometric
shapes contrasted with rounded shapes, sturdy and solid elements contrasted
with perforated elements, such as the Sing Sing Sing chair and the How
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High the Moon armchair. The aim was to create contrasts between full and
empty, heavy and light, sensations due to the choice of shape, colour and
material. In addition to this, Kuramata offered to its target objects that
change their appearance as the position of some elements changes. A
significant example is the Revolving Cabinet, a dresser composed by
rectangular-shaped methacrylate drawers rotating around a central pivot
thus making it possible to assume different positions.

4.4.4 Transparency and gravity

Figure 40: Shiro Kuramata, Miss Blanche, in http://www.moma.org/collection. Two
of Kuramata’s most important themes, the search for transparency and the absence
of gravity, characterize this famous work.

Another important aspect of Kuramata’s design work is the continuous
search for the absence of gravity, the evanescence that can be found in the
combination of plastic materials and glass. Among his many design objects,
some are the exemplification of the combination of solids and voids made
possible thanks to the use of transparent acrylics making up the outer shell
or some parts of the product. There are numerous examples, including the
Pyramid dresser and the Miss Blanche chair: some of these objects seem to
be suspended in the void, in a particular state of weightlessness, while
others seem to witness an “arrested” time limit thanks to which they retain
their integrity, like the Glass Table.
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The “dematerialization” is a theme that returns several times in Shiro
Kuramata’s poetics, the Glass line is the demonstration of the complete
absence of colour characterizing his unique furniture, which retain their
soul in spite of everything and are appreciated for their essentiality. The
reduction to this substantial state is found not only in the absence of colour
but also in the absence or reduction of the volumes of the objects.
Numerous projects feature essential lines and points designed with the aim
of giving them an identity, all the superfluous has been removed. This is
found in the multiple steel seats, which have simple metal elements that
have the function of a skeleton in which one or two cushions are placed to
guarantee the seat. Some objects that can be mentioned are the Sofa with
Arms and the Apple Honey chair.

4.4.5 Light

Figure 41. Shiro Kuramata, Blues in the Night, in Kuramata, 1988, p. 126. In Blues
in the Night artificial light plays an important role by changing the color of the
support surface.

Shiro Kuramata has also been particularly interested in the study of the
light during his career as a designer. Among his creations, many are
distinguished by the reflections given by the combination of glossy,
transparent and different coloured acrylic materials, but also by real lighting
systems modifying the physical state of the object in some cases. Among
these there is the Blues in the Night small table, which takes on a red colour
when the internal LEDs are switched on and the Floor Lamps which feature
a long tube with a circular section, inside which flows a tangle of luminous
threads. There is also the luminous version of the Revolving Cabinet, the
Illuminated Revolving Cabinet, a dresser made entirely by transparent
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methacrylate and illuminated by the central pivot from which the artificial
light is diffused illuminating the rectangular drawers (www.treccani.it)

4.5 From theory to design works: six examples of application
The following overview of examples shows in detail the complex
relationship in Shiro Kuramata’s production with his matrices of colour
culture.

4.5.1 Homage to Mondrian, 1983

Figure 42. Shiro Kuramata, Homage to Mondrian, 1983, in http://www.schoenerwohnen.de/designer- lexikon/130330-homage-to-mondrian.html. This unique
dresser is a tribute by the Japanese designer to the Dutch painter.

Complementary-harmonies colours
According to Goethe’s theory, the pairs of complementary colours define an
objective law of harmony, independent by the harmony dictated by a subjective
taste. In Homage to Mondrian the primary colours (blue, yellow and red) were
used, and it is possible to identify among them chromatic harmonies through the
compositions of character. These consist in colour combinations identified in
the circle through circle cords. Of the four compositions described by Goethe it
is possible to identify three of them: yellow-clear blue, red-yellow and red-clear
blue (where clear blue means blue).
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Pure colours
The contrast of pure colours consists in the combination of any colour at the
highest saturation point, it is the simplest to achieve. At least three distinct
colours are required to create this type of contrast. The juxtaposition of yellow,
red and blue represents the greatest degree of tension between pure colours. If
we separate the colours with white or black lines, they acquire a greater
prominence: thus, each colour acquires a concrete value. In Kuramata’s work
analyzed here, there is precisely the juxtaposition of yellow, red and blue,
separated by black lines and white squares, and they take on a greater contrast.
In Mondrian’s composition a great stability is achieved by dividing the pictorial
surface with large black lines. Shapes and colours have no expressive
psychological or spiritual-symbolic intent. His taste for clear composition led
him to a realism of shapes and colours.
Warm and cold colours
Colours take on a cold and warm value only in relation to warmer or colder
tones. The Impressionists realized that the transparent cold clear blue of the sky
and the atmosphere contrasted with the warm shades of the sunlight, taking on a
character of a coloured shadow everywhere. In the work in question, there is a
contrast between a cold colour (blue) and two warm ones (yellow and red).
Spatiality of colours
Colours, and even shapes, have expressive values with a sensitive and
conceptual nature. The association of colours and shapes means that there is a
parallelism between them. The square, for example, is a symbol of materiality,
heaviness and closure. Each shape made up of a clear pattern of horizontals and
verticals falls within the expressive sphere of the square. In this regard, these
elements can be found in Kuramata’s work due to the presence of horizontal
and vertical elements.
The square corresponds to red, the symbolic color of matter; the strength and
opacity of the red participate in the stillness and heaviness of the square.
Furthermore, it is possible to say that the squares present in the work, especially
the red one, contribute to produce the effect of the two-dimensionality of the
object, to the point of making it seems devoid of depth. The spatial effect of a
colour depends on several factors; in a colour there are forces producing effects
of depth, and they show in form of chiaroscuro, warm-cold, quality or quantity
contrasts. Diagonals and intersections can furthermore create the spatial effect.
In Mondrian’s painting that Kuramata took up to pay homage to the Dutch
painter, there are a not intersected blue and a yellow shapes on a white
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background; blue gives the impression of breaking through the pictorial surface
on white (creating an effect of depth), while yellow has little important.
A white square on a black background appears larger than an identical black
square on a white background. White is radiating and expands the limits of the
square, while black shrinks them. A red square on a white background turns out
to be dark and its brightness is delimited. On the contrary, on black one, red
shines as if radiating heat. On white background, blue takes on a deep intensity.
On a black one, blue has a clear value and acquires a deep luminosity as a
colour. These effects, that can be identified from the analysis of Itten’s theory,
can be found in Mondrian’s works and consequently also in Kuramata’s
homage to the Dutch painter.
Colour - not colour
In Homage to Mondrian there are also black and white, which, according to
Runge, must be considered separately as non-colours interacting with the actual
colours and mixtures. By Runge there are only three colours in nature: yellow,
red and blue. which can be identified in the work in question.
Light
The colours used by Kuramata in the object are not transparent.
Colour-background relationship
One of the features of this Kuramata’s dresser is the two-dimensional
impression that is produced especially in relation to the background. In fact, the
completely white background in the picture tends to accentuate this impression
of absence of depth of the work. Albers also proposes the perception of colour
through the human eye with a position “above or below” another, which entails
a different “illusion of space”, confirming the sensation of progress towards the
observer or of the retreat from the observer. The colours used (yellow, red and
blue) produce a different degree of “illusion of space”, meaning that the blue
colour tends to give spatial depth, while the red and yellow ones tend to flatten
the composition.
It is recalled that Mondrian created works in his research towards abstractionism
in which colours and shapes do not have to produce any three-dimensional
effect. It is therefore clear that our analyzes contrast in part with the Dutch
painter’s way of thinking, according to different theories of colour instead.
Dutch Neoplasticism
This Kuramata’s dresser is a tribute to Piet Mondrian and for this reason
reproduces the main characters of the Dutch painter’s works. The latter was
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among the founders of Neoplasticism, an artistic movement arose in Holland in
the second decade of the Twentieth century. The word was coined by Mondrian
to define the doctrine at the basis of his painting and theorized the exclusive use
of the right angle and the three primary colours, as in the abstraction of all
shapes and colours (that is in straight lines and primary colours), he aimed to
find a new form of plastic expression, not subjective but valid for everyone. In
Kuramata’s work there precisely are the three primary colours (yellow, red and
blue), lines and right angles, that are the founding elements of Neoplasticism
and therefore of Mondrian’s painting.

4.5.2 Side1/Side2, 1970

Figure 43. Shiro Kuramata, Side1/Side2, in http://www.archiexpo.it/prod/cappellini/
cassettiere-design-6547-3447.html

In this work by the Japanese designer it is possible to detect the contrast of
pure colours. The dresser is characterized by black and white, achromatic
colours according to Goethe’s definition.
Chiaroscuro
Analyzing this work by Shiro Kuramata, according to Itten’s theories about
colour, it is possible to detect the chiaroscuro contrast among the seven he
identified. The colours used by the designer for this piece of furniture are
black and white, as it can be seen in the figure, which represent the extreme
point of chiaroscuro contrast for Itten. According to Itten, between these
two extremes there is an extraordinary range of chiaroscuro degrees of gray;
some of them can also be identified in this object, through the shadows it
casts on the background and which are created by the succession of concave
and convex surfaces characterizing it.
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Colour - not colour
As already written, in Side 1/Side 2 there are only black and white colours
which are actually “non-colours” according to Runge, and are characterized
by being non-transparent or corporeal.
Color-background relationship
This Shiro Kuramata’s dresser is characterized by the use of opaque
coloured materials (white on the front and black on the sides). The
perception of the furniture within an environment is greatly influenced
based on the colour of the background; in fact, at the presence of a light
colour, the dresser would tend to blend in with the background. On the
contrary, the presence of a dark colour would highlight the object due to the
contrast that will be created with the white of the dresser. These
considerations are valid if you look at the object in front, while if you look
at it from the perspective, other contrasts would be created between the
colours of the dresser and the object.

4.5.3 Sedia seduta, 1984

Figure 44. Shiro Kuramata, Sedia Seduta, in http://www.icollector.com/ShiroKuramata-Sedia-Seduta-Ishimaru-Co_i6242065. The name chosen by Kuramata for
this object well describes the concept underlying its base: a chair “sitting” on an
armchair.
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In this chair by Shiro Kuramata yellow and black were used. The first one is
part of the six colours of the spectrum identified by Goethe and is one of the
three primary (fundamental) colours together with cyan and magenta (a
variety of purple).
Chiaroscuro
As in Side 1/Side 2, in Sedia Seduta it is possible to identify first of all the
chiaroscuro contrast again. The two colours used, yellow and black, have
different degrees of brightness: in fact, yellow has a high degree of
brightness, while black has the lowest brightness value: the combination of
colours with different degrees of brightness generates the chiaroscuro
contrast.
Quality contrast
Another one of Itten’s contrasts that can be observed in this work by
Kuramata is the quality contrast. Chromatic quality is the degree of purity
of colours, where purity means their degree of saturation. Quality contrast is
the contrast between intense, bright colours and other pale, dim ones. In
Sedia Seduta the contrast originates between yellow (bright and intense
colour) and black (dim colour).
Spatiality of colours
The object in question is characterized, as already written, by a two-toned
also characterizing it from the point of view of its shape and its solidity. The
(bright) yellow colour has been used by Kuramata in the backseat and in the
seat, which consist of a thin layer of material. The brightness of the colour
helps to accentuate the sense of lightness of this element. The two parts just
mentioned (yellow back and seat) are installed in a black parallelepiped.
The use of this colour (pale and dim) accentuates the heaviness and solidity
of the base part of Sedia Seduta.
Color - not color/light
In addition to yellow, black was used in the work in question, which is
considered a non-color by the German theorist. In this case, yellow is not
transparent as well as black, which Runge considered a corporeal colour,
that is devoid of transparency. In Sedia Seduta Kuramata used yellow,
which for Runge is one of the three existing colours together with red and
clear blue.
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Color-background relationship
In the seat by the Japanese designer, colours are also used to differentiate
the two elements composing it: yellow for the thinner elements, while black
for the massive base on which the first ones lay. As for Albers’ theory, it
can be observe that the two colours used appear on two different levels. In
particular, yellow appears to approach the observer (sensation of
advancement), while black appears to move away (sensation of retreat).

4.5.4 Cabinet de curiosité, 1989

Figure 45. Shiro Kuramata, Cabinet de Curiosité, in http://www.phillipsdepury.
com/auctions/lot-detail.aspx?sn=NY050310&search=&p=&order=&lotnum=12.

Cabinet de curiosité, transparent acrylic shelf with coloured modules
alternated in the vertical elements. If it is observed from different angles,
the effect of the colours changes due to an overlapping effect.
Warm colours and cold colours
This design object created by Shiro Kuramata is made up of a set of
different vertical and horizontal elements in transparent and coloured
acrylic. In particular, it is possible to highlight an alternation of cold (green
and clear blue) and warm (red and magenta) coloured modules in the
components, thus creating a warm-cold contrast. In addition, warm and
cold depend on the combination of different colours: in certain segments,
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magenta may arise an impression of cold if the adjacent colours are warm,
otherwise warm if the neighboring colours are cold.
Pure colours
By observing the shelf it is possible to identify a contrast of pure colours,
as the coloured acrylic elements with a greater degree of saturation are
combined in certain points. In fact, there are two types of combinations:
red with green and magenta with blue.
Degree of colour saturation
The alternating warm and cold colours in modules of different sizes can
cause different sensations based on the clarity of each single element: the
parts with a higher saturation level give an idea of a certain solidity, unlike
those with a lower level which almost seem to be crossed inside by a
liquid. Thanks to these characteristics, the shelf can exemplify two of the
seven contrasts by Goethe’s theory of colour: the contrast of quality and
quantity. In this case, the design object does not have its own well-defined
totality and integrity, it can appear as a dematerialized geometric shape to
an individual’s sight. Harmony can be created by the balanced ensemble of
the different alternating elements in different colours.
Complementary colours and harmonies
The shelf is characterized by the set of Goethe’s main “expressions” such
as yellow, blue, red and green, a term by which he defined colours. The
first three in particular are the three pure colours placed at the vertexes of
Goethe’s chromatic circle, while the green turns out to be a real mixing
colour between yellow and blue. This last colour creates a harmonic, that is
a diametrical composition when it is combined with magenta.
Light
The shelf features the only three existing colours according to Runge,
namely yellow, red and clear blue, interspersed with other defined mixing
colours, such as green and magenta, created by the transition from one pure
colour to another. These are in particular transparent colours, which,
according to Runge’s way of thinking, are most affected by the effect of
light that creates greater energy on them and from which it is reflected in a
more relevant way. In addition, the light (both natural and artificial)
involves the creation of different coloured shadows in the surrounding
environment, giving origin to a special effect makimg the design object
even more unique.
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Spatiality of colours
The perception of the colours characterizing the artifact conceived by
Kuramata varies according to Albers’ theory. In fact, the segments with
warm colours at a high saturation level seem to advance compared to those
with a lower level and compared to the cold ones, thus giving a feeling of
lift. These can be considered as different chromatic ranges that balance and
contrast each other in the vertical elements of the shelf, thus giving an
effect of instability. Moreover, the perception of Cabinet de Curiosité
within the space can also vary depending on the environment in which is
placed: if the background is white, the colours of the transparent acrylic
material appear as they are, and they may appear different only in the case
of a front view, as the colours of the four support elements are added two
by two by varying the perception of the colour of the segments (which
added together can appear different from reality). The same phenomenon
of distortion can also occur in the case of an environment characterized by
a coloured background, as the transparent acrylic material makes it
possible to mix the colours of the object with the ones of the background.

4.5.5 Pyramid, 1968

Figure 46. Shiro Kuramata,
_Kuramata_Pyramid.html

Pyramid,
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Pyramid. Dresser in transparent and black acrylic with a particular
pyramidal shape, defined by the shape of the individual drawers composing
it, placed in ascendancy.
Pure colour
The black colour represents the extreme chiaroscuro point of the vertex of
Itten’s chromatic star model. A phenomenon of proportional contrast may
occur in the event in which the black drawers are left open in a disorderly
manner, giving an effect of imbalance to the viewer who will be able to
distinguish the pyramid shape to a lesser extent.
Colour and non-colour
The Pyramid dresser is characterized by the black colour of the drawers
enclosed in a transparent casing. According to Runge’s theory, black is one
of those colours to be considered separately as “non-color”, like white, in
this case brought to the minimum level of saturation. In fact, the total
transparency represents the total dematerialization of the external cladding.
Gestalt laws
The design object arises a never unitary perception of form at the sight of
the observer. In fact, Pyramid is characterized by a unique structure in
transparent acrylic, in which the black drawers of decreasing shape are
placed from top to bottom, spaced from each other by a few cm. The
singular pyramidal shape can be perceived when there is the “total” closure
of the individual elements defining its shape, thanks to the Gestalt law of
closure, according to which the visual system associates the character of
objectivity with the closed form, assigning it meaning independently of
whether it is known or not. The recognition of the geometric shape can also
take place thanks to the experience law, according to which experience is
decisive in the perceptual organization under certain spatial conditions, as
completions the missing parts are solicited in the visual field and the
recognition of data already settled in memory is facilitated.
Degree of colour saturation
Pyramid is a dresser characterized by the presence of two non-colours:
black and white. The first is at the maximum level of saturation, it
constitutes the central body of the transparent casing that emerges in a
particular way, which can be considered as white in the state of minimum
saturation.
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Spatiality of colours
The perception within an environment of Kuramata’s dresser, entirely
made with opaque black elements and a transparent colored casing, may
vary according to the colour of the background. In fact, the pyramidal
geometric shape is enhanced at the presence of an environment
characterized by a clear and pure colour (white, yellow, red, green), while
on the contrary with a dark background (black, dark gray or blue) it is
possible to have a minor perception of this singular form.

4.5.6 Laputa Bed, 1991

Figura 47: Shiro Kuramata, Laputa bed, in http://www.designboom.com/portrait/
kuramata/laputa.html Laputa bed. Singular queen size steel bed, with modules coloured
in clear blue and fuchsia that alternate creating a destabilizing effect.

Warm colours and cold colours
The bed is characterized by a steel structure in two contrasting colours:
magenta and clear blue-blue. The first is a warm colour, a colour giving the
eye an ideal satisfaction and making the design object even more
welcoming. The second, on the other hand, is a cold colour, it clearly
detaches from the first, causing a possible cold reaction (also given by the
used material, polished steel). This singular object can attract the
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observer’s attention at the sight thanks to the alternation of the two colours
characterizing the structure of this piece of furniture, which creates an
effect of disorder involving and destabilized perception by the subject who
is observing it, due to the continuous alternation of clear blue and magenta
between the two headboards and the bed supports.
Complementary colours and harmonies
Laputa Bed is characterized by two colours among the main ones identified
by Goethe, magenta and blue, which constitute two of the vertexes of the
triangle of primary colours inscribed in the chromatic circle. In particular, a
chromatic intensification effect can be created, as the clear blue intensifies
into the magenta if the turbidity is attenuated.
Spatiality of colours
The colour of the space in which the bed designed by Kuramata is placed
can influence the perception by the observer. In fact, if the background is a
warm colour such as red-orange and magentas, the parts of the steel
structure of the bed that can emerge in a particular way are those in blue;
vice versa, if the background is characterized by cold colours, the opposite
phenomenon can occur. If, on the other hand, the background is white then
the two previously mentioned colours are in balance and at the same time
in clear contrast. In the latter case, it is the silk textile complement that can
be “uniformed” and it can emerge in a small way from the background,
thanks to the white colour with a texture reminiscent of the star piece
terrace created by the designer.

5. Colour as language, sign and symbol: significant semiotic
and signify semiotic
The partial conclusions we have reached in the previous chapters direct us
to some considerations, if not confirmations. In the case of Kuramata, for
example, we have had precise results with respect to the laws, criteria and
parameters derived from the theories he privileged, freely applied,
therefore within the absence of uncritical automatisms. On the contrary, we
have observed how the applications of these laws from the emerged
theories, have been enriched by crossing with other aspects.
The same can be said above all for some themes in the field of Liberty and
Futurist graphics that we have proposed: in this case too, we have been able
to find correspondences, without rigid and sterile automatisms: therefore,
chromatic theories can be considered (if we do not want to strictly apply all
their decrees) as a direction and orientation, both in the application for
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analysis and design, as well as to broaden, deepen and articulate our
knowledge (our reflections) on chromatic culture.
Now, considering the breadth and numerousness of the comparative
theories in the synoptic table of figure 20, we can ask other questions, such
as: “is it possible for theories to find proofs of the way of thinking and the
visual mode that can be derived from the theories of colour, even in other
historical periods than those we have examined so far?”. The answer is
positive, if we cross (for example) the “chromatic way of thinking” (and
the related practice) to the artistic theories in Italy, from Renaissance to
Mannerism.
But to those questions, we can add an even more complex one: “it is
possible to use colour within Significant and/or Signified Semiotics (as we
have indicated in the Classification of the Sign, on p. 21) precisely to
confirm its symbolic and significant function?

5.1 An effective link in the art of persuasion: rhetoric and
“chromatic image” in the Semiotics of Vision
To confirm this, in the Sixteenth century for example, the CounterReformation set the goal - in the Jesuit “rhetorical way” - of also visually
regulating art and architecture, according to strategies planned and inspired
by figures such as Ignazio di Loyola (with the Jesuit Society), to oppose the
French Reform. The precise attention paid by religious institutions to
architecture and art was complemented by a similar attention paid - by
contemporary leading figures - to colour and its theories: among many,
Jesuit theorists of colour emerged, such as Athanasius Kircher and François
d’Aguilon. Among the protagonists of the Council of Trent (and therefore
later), the Culture of Vision - in the treatises following the Council of Trent
- confirmed the importance of colours. In his treatise Gabriele Paleotti
(1522-1597) (Paleotti, 1582) defined painting, “as a popular book, capable
of any material, be it sky or earth, animals or plants, or human actions of
whatever kind, which requires that the painter […], at least mediocre or not
lack of competence at all”. While chap. XII prescribed to avoid “profane
images [...] with large masses of gold [...]” while “natural, figured and
vividly coloured things [...] give us the true news (scientific, NDR) without
which we are in difficulties and darkness of various things”. While in the
De pictura sacra (1624) Federico Borromeo (1564-1631), Carlo’s cousin,
theologian and very young cardinal, prominent figure, lover of science,
admirer of Galileo, spoke explicitly about colour in chap. XI: “The painter
needs piety above all: “Colours are almost words that, perceived with the
eyes, penetrate the soul no less than the voices perceived by the ears [...], so
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that even the vulgar and the ignorant multitude understand the language of
painting, and with no less effectiveness than prudent men […]”. Federico
insited: “the pale colours and these pale marbles do not disdain the laws of
decoration, they need even more”: therefore a precise rule of the expressive
codes of the Seventeenth century. The recommendation in the use of nonbright colours and reliable settings were consistent with the ideological
environment in which Carraccio, Caravaggio, Veronese (and others) will
have to - unwillingly - move. Without forgetting the perspective and spatial
hierarchies as peremptories of the visual narrative, the close relationship
between the prescriptions from the Council of Trento and the dramatic shots
is confirmed, especially with the “night” lighting to enhance the “ray
illuminating existence” with the true Roman Faith.
Another significant example is the contribution by François Aguilón, known

Figure 48. Pieter Paul Rubens (1577-1640), Juno places Argus’s eyes on the
peacock’s tail, at the presence of Iris. Cologne, Wallraf Richartz Museum, 1611, oil
on canvas (2,5x3 m). The “ray of Iris” as the significant language of chromatic
Culture in Time (Iris, the mythical figure, Taumante and Elettra’s daughter, the
personification of the rainbow, messenger of the gods, especially Zeus and Hera).
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for his book about optics (Aguilón et al., 1613): in Argos’ death (fig. 48)
Rubens punctually applied the principles that the treatise set out in the three
types of mixtures of colours: the compositio realis, where colours are
produced by the mixture of materials; the compositio intentionalis, where
colours are combined within a transparent medium; the compositio
notionalis, in which, as Kemp recalled: “Colour spots, so small as to escape
the sight, converging as sensory impressions of the eye, so that for each
combination of colours a uniform original colour is received”. Pratically,
the principle of optical mixing, later confirmed by authors such as on
Bezold (Marotta, 1999).
But the same image confirms another fundamental fact: through visual
metaphors (peacocks, Juno’s diadem, Argos’ eyes and his severed head,
Iris’ rainbow) the Chromatic Culture represents and communicates itself.
The painting, commissioned by Jacob de Bie, but later sold to Giovanni
Battista and Stefano Balbi, left for England in 1806 and it is now in
Cologne. It has been recently restored for an exhibition dedicated to the
years the painter spent in Genoa, it represents the moment in which Juno
places Argos’ eyes on the peacock’s tail. The goddes prepares to place the
shepherd’s hundred eyes on the feathers of the peacock, her sacred animal,
sorry for the death Mercury had inflicted on Argos. Juno had entrusted to
the shepherd the custody of Io (a young priestess whom Jupiter transformed
into a heifer to hide the adultery from his wife), since his eyes, which are
placed only on the head, in accordance with Ovid’s tradition, never closed
all together and therefore he always remained vigilant.
The decapitated body derives its posture from a drawing with Tizio by
Michelangelo, and its livid appearance is highlighted by the comparison
with the colour of the puttos’ complexion, on the right in the picture. The
group with Juno and Iris, on the other hand, takes up a composition by
Mantegna, Giuditta e Oloferne (Jaffè, 1989; Boccardo, 2004; Hofstede,
2004,
pp.
106-107;
http://www.istitutograf.org/recensions_genova_rubens.htm).
As a final example - in relation to what has just been exposed - we cite
Giovanni Battista Salvi (Sassoferrato), who used the changing colours
deriving from phenomena actually observed in nature, (and at the time used
for their aesthetic values, regardless of the naturalistic characters, and
widely recommended to give grace to chromatic harmonies) by applying
them mostly to “figures of lightness”. Like the “shiny garments” of the
nymphs or the angels with reflective “not otherwise than the bow of Iris”
dresses; the same chromatic solutions were combined with figures such as
Salome or Mary Magdalene. Such colour solutions are not recommended
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for the Virgin or for other highly respected figures according to him,
confirming an ancient rule in use: in analogy with symbolic purposes, less
so with the science of nature. Between the Sixteenth and the Seventeenth
century, therefore, it is confirmed how history and theory of colour
contributed to build the one of cultural way of thinking.
5.1.1 The Culture of Vision in the theology of the Jesuit Society.
Communication and persuasion of the theories by Sant’Ignazio di
Loyola. The Jesuit “theatre”
The composition should be read as the focal point of a complex whole,
made up of the entire space of the chapel, where the baroque genius makes
manifest the concept of the “beautiful assembled”, that is the thematic and
visual unity between architecture, sculpture, painting and decoration.
Bernini took up the theological meaning due to the suggestions of the
Venetian nobleman: the dedication to the reformer saint of the Carmelite
Order is associated with the celebration of the Corner family with the seven
cardinals (including Federico and Doge Giovanni who are buried there, the
latters long dead). They are depicted here as living, in conversation with
each other and facing from choirs and boxes, beyond which it is possible to
see majestic architectures in an illusory perspective, converging towards the
altar of the chapel. The illusionistic game between real and unreal involves
all categories: place, space, human time and divine time.
While recalling Bernini’s consummate experience as a set designer and
author of theatrical machines, it is good to underline that the spectacular
nature of Bernini’s highly cultivated art is not a mere “artifice”, adapting
perfectly to the religious content in that need for persuasion - conformed to
the meaning - that the theatre of the Jesuits expressed by a linguistic system
that indiscriminately blends all artistic techniques in an integral and total
vision of art. In this work from his maturity, Gian Lorenzo Bernini managed
to effectively achieve one of the basic objectives of his research: to
implement, through the integration of the arts, a new lyrical synthesis
between vision and emotions. Man overcomes his human limitations, only
by voluntarily opening to God.
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Figure 49. Bernini, Estasi di Santa Teresa, 1647-51, Rome, Santa Maria della
Vittoria.
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5.2 From the Counter-Reformation to the Nouvelle Rhétorique:
from the relationship between signifier and signified, to the
relationship between expression level and content level
In the relationship between the signified and the signifier, what can the role
of colour as language and “chromatic image” be? To move towards a
semiotic translation of the role of colour as a “chromatic image”, some
preliminary concepts are indispensable.
We have observed how (paragraphs 3.2 and 3.2.1) the image (including
colour) is included by many Authors in the third category in the
classification of the sign: the one of analogical or iconic signs: therefore,
among the most complex, versatile and full of meanings. In reality, with
regard to visual (and chromatic) communication, it is hardly necessary to
reiterate how what appears to be a mere “natural” perception, derived from
immediate reactions of our sensory apparatus, is actually “the most
theoretical of the senses” (Napolitano Valditara, 1994) to be considered, if
not precisely as an “exact science”, certainly through “logical” and clear
disciplinary rules.
But, as in all types of communication, an indispensable aspect is constituted
by signification: therefore, together with the control of scientific and
technical approaches, also the one of the means of expression or content
(cultural, artistic, emotional), appears fundamental, linear with what is
proposed (for example) by figures such as Algirdas Julien Greimas, by the
Groupe μ from Liège and by the school of the Nouvelle Rhétorique, or by
Hjelmslev and Perelman (Greimas, 2002; Hjelmslev, 1999; Perelman,
Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1958). By Louis Hjelmslev in fact, the distinction
between signified and signifier is broadened and articulated: the signified
(insensitive) becomes the “content level”, while the signifier (sensitive and
therefore communicable) becomes the “expression level”. Both “levels” are
structured and organized no longer through “simple” sign units, but through
whole semiotics (we assume here the term “semiotics” with the meaning by
De Saussure, as a “science of signs”, which tends to an overall and general
analysis of the mechanisms underlying knowledge, communication,
languages and all human activities understood as languages. Examples of
semiotics: mythology, flowers, others.
Hjelmslev again called “connotative semiotics” those whose expression
level is a semiotic, and instead called “metasemiotics” those in which the
content level is a semiotic, in analogy - it seems - with the term
“metalanguage”, when it contains in itself a part of the message content. But
how is a transfer of this (even rhetorical) approach possible into the
language of vision? The Trattato del segno visivo (Migliore, 2007) laid the
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foundations to propose some instances, also in relationship between
Semiotics and Representation.
It is born from rhetorical needs essentially used by the corporate, in
marketing and advertising sectors, the treaty (Migliore, 2007) can be
considered a useful premise - theoretical and applicative - on the strategies
of visual argumentation, towards the construction of an interpretative model
which, far from considering rhetoric as an ornament of discourse, is
confirmed as being of fundamental importance to enhance reasons and
arguments, support ideas and structure them, especially in a systematic
process.
The team, (with Francis Edeline, Philippe Minguet,) devoted to
interdisciplinary research, crossing semiotics with the theory of linguistic
and visual communication 4. In particular, Jean-Marie Klinkenberg, aware
of the need (but also of the criticality) in governing such a broad and
complex process, specified: “the evolution of graphic material follows the
same paths as language, that is: equipartition of information; strengthening
of redundancy; coding of first level units and formation of closed
repertoires; assembly rules for the second level” (Migliore, 2007, p. 209). In
the same book, Klinkenberg re-proposed some interesting and more than
acceptable positions to problematize and systematize some aspects in the
structure of visual rhetoric; for example with the role of geometric
constructions (Migliore, 2007, p. 209). In our opinion, this part could be
completed with configurative geometries (Gestalt) or according to an
approach including other types of geometric conception too (up to the
golden section), as claimed by Charles Bouleau (Bouleau, 1988). Less
effective and convincing - also because it is not entirely clear - is the
approach of this “School” to the theme of colour.
5.2.1 Colour as a visual and philosophical metaphor in Diogo de
Carvalho’s Tratado
Deep analogies on the same themes and meanings (addressed through
mythology as a semiotic signifier) are clearly found in the author of an
important treatise about colour from 1787, the Portuguese Diogo de
Carvalho, who anticipated the contribution to chromatic way of thinking
(explained in his issues), to science and to the production of knowledge on
this topic. Among his references, Aristotle stands out in the index - who,
moreover, he criticized because “he affirmed that colours were properties or
qualities of the bodies and that they existed in them without dependence on
the light. He had not proved at all his opinion; nor he could do it, being it
contrary to all experiences”. In the path affecting us, de Carvalho met
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Humboldt, already Friedrich von Schiller’s friend, but above all Goethe, a
key figure in Diogo’s experience towards the Culture of Colour, which he
faced and lived at 360 degrees (Marotta, 2020 ). Certainly, one can agree on
the “romantic” character of their - shared - approachs to life and to the
knowledge of time. Diogo programmatically linked the literary sphere to the
chromatic culture, also expressed through strongly and programmatically
chromatic visual metaphors. This is what happened when he convicingly
stated: “The most famous poets will all fall, in the admirable and beautiful
phenomenon of the celestial arc, in their metric compositions”. Omero
attributed to it the colour of gold: [p. 148] Ιριν δ᾽οτρυνε χρυσοπτερον
αγγελεουσαν “, (Iliad, lib. XI, 185). Probably, also for their characteristics
of iridescent polychromy, Diogo maintained that “The neck of the dove and
the tail of the peacock are beautiful objects, which must be sung even by the
best poets”. Lucretius depicted them as follows: “Pluma Columbarum quo
pacto in Sole videtur: Quae sita cervices circum, collum que coronat (Lib.
II. De Rer. Nat) [p. 149] (XXII. §. 49)”. Keeping on, Diogo recalled other
chromatic examples, between Vision and Literature: “Tasso, perhaps
imitating this beautiful original (by Lucretius NdA), depicted the same
phenomena of colours, in the feathers of the dove and the peacock
(Gerusalemme Liberata, Cant. XV .5. [p. 149])”. And Virgilio mentioned
the peacock in his Metamorfosi too, according to De Carvalho: “offers you
a thousand colours in his verses of the Aeneid”, as a metaphor for vision.
Let’s not forget that, on the same theme, Pieter Paul Rubens realized one of
the most important and significant paintings from Virgil’s Metamorfosi,
representing the peacock with its tail as a metaphor for vision, specifically
the chromatic one; not surprisingly, the painter had already collaborated for
a long time with François d’Aguilòn for the illustrations of Opticorum libri
sex. Again regarding the observation about colour in nature - between
science, art and poetry - Diogo also referred to Milton (Book VII, Lost
Paradise), who exalted all the plants which (leaving the hand of the
Creator) decorate the Earth (naked before the Creation) in the prevailing
and pleasant Colour of Green.

5.2.2 Colour in Significant Semiotics (ALPHA Group)
Actualizing the discourse anticipated by De Carvalho and other treatise
writers, it may be legitimate to ask a question here: “how can colour be
significant through the concept of chromatic image?”. But what definition
of image can we assume for our communication purposes? According to
many scholars (Floch, Groupe μ, Arnheim, Damish), it can be understood as
a complex of significant elements, that is as a text. It can express complex
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conceptual models, even in purely visual terms. Therefore, if we come back
- albeit in non-rigorous terms - to the classification of the sign in the
Semiotic of Vision, within this we can resume the category of analogical or
iconic signs (that is those given by formal similarity and/or cultural and
social relationship), also deep in the visual, perceptive, chromatic ways.

IMAGE
They presuppose the
attribution of a
subjective and/or
collective value and
therefore a critical
interpretation

ICON

DIAGRAM

Logical,
mathematical,
chemical formulas,
drawing

METAPHOR
NATURAL
SYMBOL

ANTHROPOLOGICAL
OBJECT-SYMBOL

Definition of image and classification of sign:
CONTENT LEVEL AND EXPRESSION LEVEL

sign as
SIGNIFIER + SIGNIFICANCE

to the sign as
EXPRESSION LEVEL + CONTENT
LEVEL (with ‘dedicated’ semiotics)

By Groupe μ and Louis Hjelmslev,
the distinction is:

Content level
= significance =
Ideas awakend by a sign

Expression level
= signifier =
Material manifestatione of a sign
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We can therefore define:
 connotative semiotics those whose expression level is a semiotic
 metasemiotics those in which the content level is a semiotic
Assuming the Mythology as semiotic signifier then, an answer to the
question posed previously can be expressed through the image of
Botticelli’s Venus: since she hides her sexuality with her long hair, alluded
(through a rhetorical preterition) by the shape of the hair itself, in a way that
seems ambiguous.
Everything leads back to the principle that the nakedness of Venus is not
only an exaltation of classical beauty, but also an affirmation of pure
beauty, of the simplicity of soul. Among the hidden meanings of Venus
there is also the correspondence between the pagan myth of the birth of the
water goddess and the baptism. The life given by the Zephyrs and the
clothing offered by Ora are nothing but personifications of the principles of
physicality and spirituality, poles at the centre of which Venus stands as a
symbol of balance. In the union of opposites represented by the Goddess,
we recall the essential principle of complementarity, in life and in love, of
physical experience and spiritual ascent, here identifiable with the elevation
of the intellect to the knowledge of the true, of the good, of the just. Venus
is placed at the centre of the scene, and represents the sacred and human
principle of divine and earthly love, of the purity of the soul, of rebirth.
To her right the group formed by Zephyr and Clori. Zephyr is the image of
the fecundating wind “bearer of life”, from which life originates; Clori
represents the physicality of the loving act.
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Figure 50. Sandro Botticelli, La nascita di Venere, 1482-85, Florence, Museo degli
Uffizi (http://www.uffizi.org/it/opere/nascita-di-venere-di-botticelli/).

5.2.3 Color and geometry in connotative semiotics: the example
in Islamic architecture
Following example (Lo Turco e Marchis, in Marotta et al., 2017)) is a first
application of this approach to architecture: so the geometric matrix of
Islamic patterns takes on different values depending on the relations
between colors that make up the tesseras; the geometrical-structural level of
the doors is investigated through the verbal oppositions identified in the text
on the content plane and on the expression plane.
6) Once the base module is completed, the pattern is derived from the next
and subsequent repetition to cover any type of surface, creating complex
geometric structures and highlighting a great variety of new shapes. There
are also other methods to generate geometric patterns such as the use of
isometric triangular grids, or squared and hexagonal ones on which the
patterns have been drawn.
On the left, some geometric constructions to obtain complex decorations.
On the right, elementary geometric matrices and subsequent composite
derivations: the khatem as sememe.
Starting from the basic star (the khatem or the Prophet’s ring) we can
describe all the shape developments resulting from the nature of the star’s
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rotation on its center. The big stars are formed by a rose composed by petals
regularly arranged around a center, externally bounded by a polygonal line
called the belt; outside this belt, the star joins a composition of simpler
motifs, structured to form a set that can be repeated for symmetry.

Figure 51. Color as a significant sign in the complex Arab-Islamic decorative
system.

5.2.4 Color as a structuring element in Islamic decorative geometries
The following contribution (De Bernardi, Marchis, Mansour, 2016)
enhances the culture of the Islamic world, rooted in a historicalgeographical context from the Mediterranean to the Indian Ocean. In
particular, the art of building had led to the construction of buildings of
considerable architectural level where Islamic religious precepts had been
the primary reason for the rich decorative elements characterized by
geometric elements in which colour plays an important role. But if the
example chosen here (fig. 52) refers to architecture in particular, the
applications in other fields are no less significant, such as in the case of the
carpets and the covers of the Koran.
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As Elena Marchis notes, “Nor should it be forgotten that, if on one hand the
Muslim religion has banned the portray of human figures in order not to
give space to idolatry, on the other hand the chemistry of materials and in
particular the techniques of fusion of glassy materials and firing ceramic
materials, offered to the Islamic architects unknown potential in both Greek
and Roman world. But the Islamic world is and remains a polychrome
world because Allah “created all things on Earth for you with different
colours. In truth, there is a sign in it for people who remember.” (Koran,
Sura 16, 13)”.
Speaking about decorative patterns, colour and geometry, De Bernardi
argued, in particular, that it is difficult to talk about Islamic decoration
without considering the theme of “Symmetry” and “Colour”, as well as the
effect that colour has in underlining or in inhibit the perception of
symmetries in decorations in general, especially for floor and wall
decorations. Exactly symmetry - a geometric condition (particularly
fascinating and solidly innate in the human being) - is enhanced by
immersing in the colour (De Bernardi, Marchis, Mansour, 2016).
At this point it is also necessary to introduce the symmetry of translation,
that is the overlap of the figures with their simple translation. Ultimately,
by highlighting the axes with red and blue, we are faced with 6+6 reflection
symmetries, 4+4 rotation symmetries and 4 translation symmetries
(horizontal, vertical, left diagonal and right diagonal). Others can even be
discovered (4 glissosymmetries), as we will see later.
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Figure 52. The articulated composition is devoid of the “banal” reflection symmetry
and the two figures generate the exemplified symmetries in the figure above that is
four symmetries of rotation in two centres, and two of rotation in one centre.
Translation symmetries are always present.
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Figure 53. Colour is essential to favor the perception of a limited number of
symmetries, as shown in figure 4, visible in a decoration of the Alhambra.

Figure 54. The symmetries of three rotations there with three centres, as shown in
figure 7, are overwhelmed at a first glance by the symmetry of diagonal translation
induced by the colouring of the basic figures.

Figure 55. “Here the perfect disorder is (Sautoy, 2007), the magic of a very strict
order hidden in an almost uncontrollable richness of lines, figures and colours, at
least for many of us Westerners” (De Bernardi, Marchis, Mansour, 2016).
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To underline how close and complex the interweaving between colour and
geometry is, we would like to conclude this synthetic example with a quote
from Elena Marchis again: the philosopher and poet Ibn Hazm said “With
the eye you perceive what you want, and the sight, in this sparkling of
colours, assumes a function and a central role, because of all the five senses,
which are the door to the heart, sight is the most penetrating guide, the one
moving with greater clarity. Sight is the sure guide of the soul, it discerns
the attributes and recognizes the sensible, so much so that we can say that
what is told is not how it is seen”. For Sufis, light is a symbol of the unity of
existence and experience: God is light in heaven and on Earth (De Bernardi,
Marchis, Mansour, 2016).
The decorations of Islamic architecture can be divided into three types:
calligraphic, floral and geometric ones. At the regard, a special attention
has been paid to the geometric patterns, since the very beginning, from the
simplest tiling to the more complex tassels, even because of the religious
ban to reproduce representations of a naturalistic-figurative nature.
In a such complex and articulated scenario, it was tried to verify the
applicability of the semiotic square introduced by Algirdas Julien Greimas.
By working on the expression level, it was then possible to identify the
semantic categories (or definitions) that subsume (in other word, included in
a larger subset that can contain them) the relationships of controversy,
subcontrariety and subalternity.
The construction of Greimas’s Square on Euclidean / Non-Euclidean and
irregular / regular statements opens new perspectives around the analysis of
the geometric dowelling of Islamic art.

Figure 56. Greimas’s semiotic square related to the geometrical / mathematical
aspects typical of Islamic architecture.
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On the left some examples of geometric patterns, represented in b/w line
and On the left some examples of geometric patterns, represented in b/w
line and coloured: instinctively it is difficult to identify the same symmetries
of the b/w pictures and the trend will be the interpretation of the colour as a
decisive factor, by reducing from one side the symmetries number ( the one
of reflection and the other of rotation for the pentagon (A) –identity – and
two of reflection and two of rotation for the hexagon (B)). This operation
fixes clear preferential alignments. Doing that, it is possible even to inhibit
rotation. In fact, in figure C, if also the colour is taken into account, the
picture in the right logically has no symmetry. So, an element with a single
clear symmetry may be in the condition of losing it through the use of the
colour. Similarly, the picture of figure D on the right side is not symmetric,
except the identity, in the sense that the reflection one changes the colour
position and only a double reflection leads to the initial state. On the right
side a part of the Alhambra decoration.

Figure 57. Examples of geometric patterns.

The relationship colour-signification can be overturned in the respective
negation where the colour negation does not necessarily imply absence of a
symbolic value of the decoration itself. The same can be reflected about the
absence of a symbolic value of the decoration. Particularly the primary
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structure of the semiotic square on the linguistic plane con be transferred to
a narrative level in the architecture formalism where, if “signification/
symbolic” and “colour” can be assumed as sub-contrary, the relations
“signification/symbolic - colourless” and “colour - non symbolic” can be
bounded to a complementary relation, from which it is possible start with an
effective semiotic investigation full of implications.
Every investigation on the decorations of the Islamic architecture lends
itself to a number of interpretations, which, beyond the immediate formal
analysis, can start new study horizons. In our society, more and more
pervaded by images, this approach can bring us to define new iconic
paradigms that go further the simple pictorial interpretation, with
implications that can lead to new areas, from psychology to storytelling,
from design to cognitive sciences.

Figure 58. The Greimas semiotic square referred to the chromatic aspects and to the
signification of the colours used in the Islamic architecture.

6. From theories to practice: a possible procedure for
chromatic analysis and project
In conclusion, we can state that - in addition of describing and comparing
cultural matrices, parameters and essential characters of the examined
theories - the range of applications already implemented by the models
appears to be of particular interest, not so much as a rigid automatism, but
as a starting point to derive specific methods of approach, criteria,
parameters, even in concrete and material experiments. In a dimension thus
conceived, it may be useful to recall how is always essential an explicit and
reasoned declaration of the method approaches and of the used parameters,
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considered the most appropriate for the purposes of scientific
investigations. Just as it can be a tool to settle the choices in the analysis
and in the interrogation of sources. In the essential phases, basic criteria and
parameters must be established on the basis of the project objectives and
the required frameworks, keeping in mind the relationship between “text
and context”.

6.1 Methods, criteria, parameters for analysis and project. A
“model” for the applications
In this sense, a hypothesis already launched, presented on the occasion of
the preliminary woorkshop at the Colour Conference in Geona in 2014
(Marotta, 2014) focused the attention - more than on technical parameters on elements and factors, including the psychological ones, historical or
more generally cultural, which come into play. Among these parameters,
two classes have been identified, which can be placed in a reciprocal
relationship, according to specific needs: the first includes those most
closely related to the example subject of analysis and/or intervention,
precisely understood (Application example, sampling; Analysis and/or
project objectives; Conventions chosen; Dictionary; Significant parameters;
Comparable examples; Biographies/ sources). The second class of
parameters collects aspects of a more general nature (Historical,
geographical and cultural context; Contents and symbolic values; Physiopsychological phenomena, controllable or applicable; Recognisable or
applicable materials and technologies; Colour as light; Colour as pigment;
Movements, theories, cultural and artistic protagonists of specific reference:
matrices).
It is obvious that the path and the intertwining of the proposed “items”
should not be strictly addressed in all its parts: it is possible to select only a
few, in order to deduce further ideas towards new orientations and
completions, for analysis and project.
It will be interesting to verify if by following this path over time and
experience, we will be able to obtain useful and clear answers (also
representative and significant, depending on the various parameters
selected) which may be different, depending on the different chosen and
consulted sources, just as it will be possible to evaluate the effectiveness of
these criteria, also in connection with existing theories and models,
confirmed as a moment of deep knowledge. Knowledge as a true and
indispensable parameter of a conscious project.
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Figure 59: Anna Marotta, Colour: analysis and design: notes for a procedural
analysis. The table shows a first critical synthesis of possible parameters able to
guide the choices for the analysis and/or the project.
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Historical and geographical (and
Application example, sampling
cultural) context
Contents and symbolic values
Analysis and/or project objectives
Physio-psychological
phenomena
Conventions chosen
(controllable or applicable)
Recognisable or applicable materials
Dictionary
and technologies
Colour as light
Significant parameters
Colour as pigment
Comparable examples
Movements, theories, cultural and
artistic protagonists of specific Biographies/sources
reference: matrices
Figure 60. Anna Marotta, Policroma model. The image intends to visually
communicate the possibility of relating some of the parameters that can be adopted
in the design choices, in an alphanumeric relationship. The “third dimension” may
include developments by themes or periods.
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Figure 61. Claude Monet, Impression, soleil levant (1872), 48x63 cm, Paris, Musée
d’Orsay, colour, oil on canvas.

Figure 62. Analytical sheet of fig. 61, according to some parameters derived from
the experimental “Model” proposed here.
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“… and nearby, rambling and clustering along low walls, purple flowers
and red. And since there was always lurking in my mind the dream of a
woman who would enrich me with her love, that dream in those two
summers used to be quickened with the freshness and coolness of running
water; and whoever she might be, the woman whose image I called to mind,
purple flowers and red would at once spring up on either side of her like
complementary colours.”
Marcel Proust, Swann’s way, 1913

Notes
[1] Nino Di Salvatore (1924 - 2001), after the artistic high school continued his researches
about geometry, shape and colour, which lead him to perform the first “non-objective”
works. In 1948 he joined the Movimento Arte Concreta starting the study of Gestalt
Psychology, in which he identified his source of artistic inspiration, a theory that will also
be the starting point of his intense didactic activity. In 1950 he wrote and published Il
problema spazio in which Gestalt is proposed as a psycho-perceptive structure of the arts
(the idea of a concrete beauty) for the first time in Italy. He had been presented in
countless exhibitions and events all over the world (some of his drawings for fabrics are
now at Moma in New York). He is also involved in cinematography, realizing “Commento
a punto, linea e superficie di Kandinsky”. Sensitive to training, he founded in Novara
(1954) the Centro Studi Arte-Industria, a school for designers, the first institute in Italy
that adopted a design methodology based on the principles of Gestalt. In 1970 he moved
his school to Milan, where it became the Scuola Politecnica di Design, a para-university
institute, to which teachers such as Bruno Munari, Max Huber, Pino Tovaglia, Attilio
Marcolli, Alberto Rosselli will volunteer their contribution. He even taught a subject
created by him: Science of Vision, a course that creatively taught visual perception.
Parallel to the more planning and basic design subjects, Di Salvatore supported Antonio
Grieco’s Ergonomics course, Physiology, Neurophysiology, Gaetano Kanizsa’s
Psychology of Perception course and Guido Petter’s Psychology of Communication
course. In 1995 the ADI awarded the Compasso d’Oro for the career to the Scuola
Politecnica di Design (Caramel, 1987; Lambertini, 1992).
[2] Luigi Veronesi, (1908-1998), leading artist of abstract research in Italy between the two
Wars; his production is characterized by rigorous, kaleidoscopic geometric configurations.
His interest in investigating the relationships between sounds and colours through the
visual transposition of musical frequencies also built his work as a set designer. Léger’s
friend, he was particularly interested in the Russian and Dutch constructivists, dedicating
to the search for an abstract language with a strong geometric tendency; in 1934 he joined
the Abstraction-Création group. In relationship with Pagano and Persico, he collaborated
with photomontages in Casabella. In 1939 he published 14 variazioni di un tema pittorico,
with the musical commentary by Malipiero, starting a series of researches about the
relationships between musical scales and chromatic scales that will characterize much of
his work. In 1949 he joined the MAC by participating from this moment on in the
exhibitions of the movement. Veronesi never neglected the linear layouts and the rigorous
geometric configurations of his debut (Composizione 08, 1964, Turin, Galleria d’Arte
Moderna). From 1973 to 1977 he taught Composition and Chromatology at the Academy
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in Brera (Veronesi, 1997). The three primary colours and their complementaries are
associated with everyday objects in the first part of the volume, while the second part,
more congenial to the “lyrical rationalism” of the Milanese artist, is dedicated to their
overlap, giving rise to real “pieces” of abstract painting. In 1983 he was awarded the
Feltrinelli dell’Accademia dei Lincei prize for painting.
3 Akiyoshi Kitaoka: after his 1991 PhD from the Institute of Psychology, University of
Tsukuba, he specialized in visual perception and visual illusions of geometrical shape,
brightness, color, in motion illusions and other visual phenomena like Gestalt completion
and Perceptual transparency, based on a modern conception of Gestalt Psychology.
Noguchi, K., Kitaoka, A., and Takashima, M. (2008) Gestalt-oriented perceptual research
in Japan: Past and present. Gestalt Theory, 30, 11-28; Kitaoka, A. (2008) Cognitive
psychology of visual illusion. Japanese Journal of Cognitive Psychology, 5, 177-185.
[4] Among their publications we recall: Gruppo μ, 1980. Retorica generale: le figure della
comunicazione, Milan: Bompiani, 1980. Gruppo μ, 1985. Retorica della poesia, Milan:
Mursia 1985 and Klinkemberg Jean Marie, 1996. Précis de sémiotique general, Paris.
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